View at Badongya in the Shennongiia Mountains.
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Comments from West Germany

I

agree with the English reader's com-

ments published in your February issue.
He suggested you should report not only
achievements but also shortcomings and
provide readers with objective and reliable accounts. I would like to know
what is the rate of crime in China, the
causes and how

its coverage ol ancient and modern ChiI hope you will publish a large map
nese arts and crafts. My favorite course- on the distribution of China's railways
in college was oriental art history and Iike the one "Capital Construction ProI greatty appreciate your magazine's jects" in your April issue. I appreciate
aid in keeping abreast of this fascinat- very much articles on economics, geoing subject.
graphy and cities. Would you please
I would appreciate more "how to do arrange a long article introducing every
it" craft-oriented articles particularly aspect of a particuiar province. I hope
concerned with jade carving, ancient for more articles on China's national
and m0dern ceramic techniques and minorities and Chinese plants and
animals. The series on Chinese history
workshops as well as Chinese painting
is well done, only there is a lack of
and calligraphy.
One of the businesses my commune

Chinese ceramic techniques and workshops would not only be very interest-

ing but potentially very useful to

tection of animals in West Germany and
other countries as well.
E.W.

Karlsruhe, Federal Republic ol Germany

us

When's the End?
R.H.

Teeumseh, U.S.A.

I enjoyed very much the articles about
Chinese women and their role in the

new Long March in your March issue.

But what a miserable life the Chinese
women had before 1949, under the
Chiang Kai-shek regime and the in-

fluence of Confucianism. Perhaps the
most important thing in China today is

that women have begun to receive education and are concerned about their
own destiny.
Mme. Soong Ching Ling, Honorary
President of the National Wgmen,s
Federation holds such a high position
and she has really made great contributions. Please convey my greetings

and respects to her.

I hope you will publish more articles
about children: schools, playgrounds,
nurseries and the present system of
education for children. Children are
China's greatest wealth. We are very
interested in the life of these future
successors,

P.Y.

Ibagtd, Colombia

Favors Arts and Crafts
For quite some time I have been enjoylrtg Chino Reconstrwcts piimarily lor
2

After reading a few issues of. China
I find it is sometimes not
clear where an article ends, Buch as

Reconstructs

Ideas"on Language and Stamps

"China's Biggest Dam" and "The White-

Headed Leaf Monkey" in your May
'1SSUe.

I am writing to congratulate you on
the new format and improved contents
of your magazine.
The Language Corner is very usefui

for anyone with a basic knowledge of
Chinese, but I would like to suggest that
the notes on vocabulary be expanded.
R,D.L.

Cambrid,ge, U.S.A.

Thoughts on Women

Pou, Fronce

as weII.

Bielefeld, Fed,eral Republic ol Gerrnany

I liked the short article "The Bactrian
Camel" particularly the part on measures being taken to protect the wild
camels, I am concerned about the pro-

J.P.T,

So any articles you might publish about

to fight it.

H.G,F.

charts.

is trying to establish is a pottery shop.'

Your pages showing the newest Chinese stamps together with their background are a very good idea, I think it
would be even greater if these eould be

printed separately in a small

It will be better if some special mark
such as r or could be put at the end
of each article.^
S.J.L.

Ottauo,

Conod,a

Here are my suggestions and criticisms. First, I think some of your
articles are too long,.they tire out your
readers. Please try to make them
shorter. Second, a conspicuous mark
should be put it the end of each article
instead of the commonly used period.

book,

for collbcting Chinese stamps. Such a booklet should
show all Chinese stamps from 1949 and
up to date in natural size (black and
white pictures), then stamp collectors
could place real Chinese stamps over
the pictures. In'this way people could

K.U.

usable as an album

learn about China and the Chinese people and their history.
I know that twice China Reconstructs
has had such supplements, Postage
Stamps ol the People's Republic o!
China 1949-1957 in JuIy 1958 and Posto.ge
Stomps ol the People,s Republic o!
China 1958-1962 in October 1969.
R.G.

Copenhagen, Denmark

Wants More Maps

I am a student in the history and
geography department of Pau University, in southwestern France. There is
a lack of maps in China Reconstructs,
though you have made some improvement in this regard recently.

Kolemie, Zaire

Four Modernizations
One thing I would like to see more
oI is how China is tackling problems in
her effort towards the four modernizations. So few of us over here know
what they are, perhaps you can in a

future article explain to us what the
four modernizations are, what achievements have been done

in China's great

effort to fulfill them. AIso would like
more on how China is developing her
natural resources. A final note, how
about articles on things like what sort

of Iocomotives you use, photos on what
one will find inside the carriages (serv-

ice, compartments, etc,) and what new
Iines have been opened. In fact anything and every thing on the Chinese

railway system.

K.A.H.
Horoeg, Australia

CHINA RECONSTRUCIS

CARTOONS

Criticizing M.vsclf

The Light Touch

Criiicizing Other:
Tho Heavy Hand

Zlteng Tottrt,t itLrt

The Feather-duster Approaclr

I'll

mnrls a plnce

fot

W
Magic Sweater

Xiao Li

a

)o>o
oQo
olo

o(o
o

o

Oq

o
c),
"Will someone
seat
to this mother and her baby?"
Li Binsheng
Automated Courtesy:

please get up and give his
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Great Flans Versus Concreie Actlon

Liu

Qingluo
J

On location for shooting Earlg Spring in Februarg with Sun Daolin (second
let't) and Xie Fang (third left), directed by Xie Tieli (center) in 1963.

Zhang Zuclteno

Films in China
( Part
UWE KRAUTER and

I)

PAIBICIA

WILSON

A film of "immense goiety, poise ond interest," so on enthusiostic reviewer described the Chinese
film qbout the Opium Wor in the 19th century, Lin Zeru, during its recent showing in New York. Highly
proised for its ortistic merit both in Chino ond obrood, this film like neorly oll thoie mode befor. lgU
wos bonned by the gong of four ond lobeled os revisionist ort. Mony oi the prohibited films were of
such o high stondord thot they ronk with the best onywhere in the world.
Now thot the gong of four hos follen, the old bonne
s to
be hoped thot more of these will be seen obrood ot film
lder
film workers ore bock ot,work directing, octing ond w
ther
hod only o very limited experience or. .oie insuficiently t
the
gong hove been criticized by the Chinese oudiences, S
heir
20 cent tickets to the leoders of the film industry demonding bock 15 cents, decloring thot the film they
hod seen wos,worth only 5 cents! Meonwhile the ChinesJ press prints letters ond orticles obout the
problems besetting the industry, such os too much bureoucrocy ond ."nrorship ond the need for the
studios to hove more responsibility ond democrocy.
ln order to exploin more obout whot is hoppening in the film industry todoy, severol leoders ond
film workers gove thei r views.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

however, each studio is a complete

The Enormous Task

unit. The Film Bureau is studying how best to modernize the
industry.

Art and Politics

ol the Film Bureau

Recent newspaper articles about

the situation in the fiim industry
have raised certain points about
the relationship of art and politics:
Art must reflect real life; art
should
be subordinate to politics
Film Bureau, a government suits our prment purposes, and so
THE
but
not
equated with politics; inI department under the Ministry we are anxious to make .changes. dividuality
is essential to art, and
of Culture, has the difficult task We are also discussing how to a good artistic
creation is valued
of improving the situation of 'strengthen the Film Bureau. What for its originality.
the Chinese film industry. Sixty- should be its relationship to the
Situ Huimin said, "We really do
nLne-year-o).d Situ Huimin, one of studios or to the vari.ous local
have these problems. They didn't
the seven vice-ministers of cul- authorities such as the Shanghai
exist only after the ,Camage
ture, a former director and Ieader Municipality? What should be the all
by the gang. Some even
in the film industry, is now in relationship of therstudios to the caused
existed before the cultural revolucharge of this work. His two as- Ministry of Culture? All these
Take the relationship of art
sistants, leaders of the Film problems should be solved so 'as tion.
politics. Often in the past we
Bureau, are Zhang Junxiang, also to better develop our film to
used politics to replace art, or
69, who before the cultural revolu- industry."
made politics equal to arf in our
tion led the Shanghai Film Bureau
work."
and was a famous director and
Four Problem Areas
Quoting Chairman Mao Zescriptwriter (Dr. Betl.
dong,
Zhang said revolutionary
ao
described
the
four
Ding Qiao, over 50 year
political
content must be combined
areas
with
which
'lem
was formerly deputy h
iureau is concerned:
with
artistic
expression. He added,
central Newsreels and
policy'
tic
The
"The
combination
bureau
of politics and
tary FiIm Studio. A
out the Party's artistic art has as its major emphasis
persecution during th
I is cQncerned about artistic expression. Without proper
revolution. Together tt
g film themes such as expression the political content
discussed the main pro
nd historical themes, cannot be reflected. We shouldn't
fronting the Chinese fi1
Lry history' comedy' etc' just be satisfied if we express
the
"In the years during t
Ling of personnel' Under political aspect
revolution, the film in<
correctly. That is
rf four' many directors wrong. Attention must be paid to
damaged by the gang
< for a dozen years. The
Situ Huimin declarer
artistic expression. Our leaders
rat now the young are must be quite
good cadres were squee
clear about this."
:ed' while the exthe industry and so nor
Zhang recalled how Zhou Yang,
rre rather old' This is
try to reorganize the
problem' Ding Qiao the former deputy head of the
bring them back. At pr,
Attention is being Propaganda Department under the
are orr'currres rn ouil,
Party Central Committee, had said
competent force. Howeverr we are academy.ifi-T#*"r#
in 1959 that Chinese films are the
rrlf*:i'fl
working hard to normalize the
most revolutionary and the most
"^ ".^ help train JrrJerts ..ra healthy, but they are not yet the
situation."
zha.,g Junxiang added, Tlo"6i"*:;iJ:Ilf"*Y'f;n"J:;
most artistic !
","
"Changes need to be made in our 11 feature film studlos throughDing Qiao agreed. saying,
whole organizational structure. out china. some remote provinces "Sometimes during a film, the
Our way of working was and autonomous regions such. as audience gets fed up and grumbles,
established in the early days after Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia and 'That film is trying to teach us
Iiberation. Before that, our in- Guangxi have already set up their It's trying to educate us again!"'
dustry was based on the Hotly- own studios. Such organizational He laughed, "Of course, we must
wood model. After liberation, we questions concern the Film Bureau. teach and educate the people, but
r:sed the Soviet one. Now neither 4. Modernization. The film in_ not in such a grim, dull way.
dustry must be transformed to Education should be lively and
UWE KRAUTER, from West Ger_ meet the needi of modernization. enjoyable or deeply moving. But
many andp[TRICIA WILSON from In the west only shooting occurs in it should never be boring ! We
Scotland work in the Foreign Latr- the studio. Developing and record- want our films to be a moving or
guages Press, Beijing.
ing are done elsewhere. In China, entertaining art. All characters
!
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created under the gang had to be

defined

by set formulas.

Good
characters were better than those
in real life. They all wore haloes!

But this isn't reality.

Everyone
has his good and bad points."
Democracy and Director's Role

Discussions have been taking
plade about democracy in art'istic
and literary creation, that this
must be guaranteed organization-

ally and institutionally. There is
also the demand that directors
should play the leading role in
film-making.
Zhang declared that democracy
in artistic creation is the same as
democracy in politics. "We can

talk about this now," he added.
"Without democracy, no art can
exist. It is impossible that with
one instruction from someone,

then one can create art. Lenin
said that in artistic creation, personal freedom should be allowed."
Chairman Mao's policy of "letting a hundred flowers blossom
and a hundred schools of thought
contend" which was put forward
in 1956, was continuously interfered with either from the Right
or "Left." Zlllang mentioned a
speech made by Premier Zbou
Enlai in 1961 in Guangzhou (Canton)*, in which he had pointed out
the "Left" tendency which was
sabotaging this policy.
"In my opinion," Zhang added,
"the 'Left' tendency still existed
after this speech, and'so the probIem wasn't solved. Studying this
speech no1v, it is clear that only
with democracy in art, can creativity flourish. The film industry
must be reorganized so that this
can now be carried out."
"Why is demopracy Such a
problem?" Ding asked. "Because
the gang of four practiced cultural
despotism and there : wasn't.
democracy in art. Do we still
feel the influence of the Bangls
wrong policies? Yes, I'thl1L5: raz"'
The demand for democracy in
artistic and literary creation dan+

Premier Zhou's speech was republish-

ed in Beijing ReUiew
March 30,
6

1979.

No. 13 dated

not be separated from ttiat of the
directors playing the leading role
in film-making, Situ Huimin

Zhang regretted that because of
the gang's influenee there are still

stressed.

about themes.
Zhang has bebn concerned with

many limitations and

problems

Zhar^g, as a former director,
said this didn't mean the director reading film scripts for the films
should become a dictator. "He being made for the 30th anshould explain his ideas to every- .niversary of the founding of the
one in the group and solicit the People's Republic of China in
opinions of the others. There's October this year. He said, "As a
democracy in the exchange of matter of fact I should pay more
ideas, and centralism as the attention to the.artistic policies of
director makes certain decisions, the Party in creative film work,
such as about which scenes to but I feel I have concentrated
shoot. But under the gang, not more on concrete work such as
only did the director have no final examining film scripts and seeing
say, but also no one listened to the rushes of the films before they
are released."'
afiyone else."
There has been a huge upsurge
Ding explained'that during the
of
enthusiasm among amateur
cultural revolution, the camera writers.
Each of the large film
crew would hold a meeting in the studios'in
Beijing or Shanghai, for
studio to criticize tJ:e authority of example, receives
up to 2,000
the director. After the director scripts a year from them,
Onty a
had been thoroughly frustrated by few of these scripts are selected,
all the criticism, then the shooting and the writers are then taught
would start. "Those days have professional writing techniques.

Bor9," Ding said emphatically.
"Now we will respect the director
in lis work."
Scripts Must Reflect Reality

In the past the Film
sometimes asked a

Bureau

writer or artist

to work on a subject about which
he knew nothing, with naturally
disappointing results.

Ding said, "Personally,

I

think

we should first let our writers
write about the subjects with
nzhich they are most familiar and

about which they wish to write."
Situ Huimin added, "But we

More Eesponsibility to Sludios

In the past films had to

pass

several censors at different levels.

This is to be changed.

Ding explained, "We will
strengthen the responsibility of
each studio.so that in firture the
studios will decide which script
shall be used, which fi.lm shall be
made and the Film Bureau will decide which film shall be released."
Generally speaking the Film
Bureau won't be the censors any
more. Instructions from higher
authorities will

be

reduced.

should help our writers to go "IJnder the gang only Jiang Qing's
among the workers and peasants (Chiang Ching's) approval was the
to get. rich experiences. This decisive criterion,f ' Ding said.
shouldn't only be for the writers, "Even if a certain film was liked
but also for the actors and ac- by the audlence, but she disliked
tresses. So there are two sides to it, then it was banned. Is there
bear in mind. Writers should cer- still this kind of influence? Yes,
tainly write on subjects with which there is. Naturally after seeing a
they are familiar, but we should film every leader has a personal
also help them to become acquaint- opinion, but the leaders must reed with the unfamiliar."
member that they too are a part
Every writer would like to re- of the masses."
flect life as it is, but as Zhang
So Ding Qiao concluded, "We
pointed oqt, "Our writers are must strengthen mass criticism.
divorced from life. When the gang Practice is the most importqrrt
was in power, there was only one criterion for truth. Let the masses
topic, one theme, the so-called examine the films and judge

reactionary,

capitalist-roaders. "

them."
CHINA. BECONSTRUCIS

political work. The head, Wang
Yang, was involved in cultural
work from the 30s and has a rich
experience in all areas of the film
Yu Lan: Actress, Director and a Leader of
industry.
Yu Lan, who takes part in the
the Beijing Film Studio
studio discussions, gave .an
example. "If a script is sent to the
director in 1949, and was brought studio and I read it and like it,
back to lead the studio after the then I'11 support it. If I don't like
gang fell. What sort of problems it, I'll try to a4,gue with the others
has the studio been faced with?
and give them my opinions. We
Yu Lan said, "We've transferred argue freely and without reservathose who are not , qualified to tions over these Lssues." She
some other units and put capable smiled and added, "After all,,we've
people into key, positions in the been persecuted so much in the
various production units. Of past years that we aren't afraid to
course, the transfer can't be en be compietely frank. Sometirnes
masse, but it is gradual. We must there may be a problem over the
find new work for those whom we choice of director, or abut adhave removed. Naturally this ministration, even lighting. We
causes problems. Perhaps they deal with every aspect of the indon't want to go or don't like the dustry 'in the studio, including
new work offered. Still we've political work. We try to praitice
removed them. Then we've tried democratie centralism. If there is
to get the studio workers to sgg- no agreement on an issue, then
gest how we can improve our the majority wins."
wo1k. One major, problem is the
How many films do they make
creative side of our iridustry.' We each.year? 'Yu Lan said this was
hope those in charge of creative rather difficult to answer because
Yu Lan
Li Weiming work will learn from the advanced a film started in 1978 may be
technology of other couhtries and finished in 1979, and so it may be
foreign films, so that these can be allottEd to either year. She said
T\ELIGHTFUL and vivacious, Yu incorporated into oui work. But that lastr year they had a quota
Ll L^n was.one of China's most in doing this we must never
popular film actressed before the' divo'rce ourselves from the life to pfoduce seven films, but in fact
cultural revolution,' appearing in and struggles of the Chinese they made eight, because one film,
which had been made before the
such notable films as Dragon- people."
cultural
revolution and was never
Beard Ditch, Th.e Lrn.Family Shop,
Attached to the Beijing FiIm
Reoolutionarg Family and Red Studio are about 1,100 film work- released, was then released and
Crog. She had gone to Yanan as a ers, Yu Lan said, confessing that counted as a 1978 prodr.ict. This
teenager, becoming an actress she wasn't very good at remeh- year they have a quota of eight
there, but it was only after libera- bering figures. This number films.
Where does the studio find its
tion that she turned to acting in doesn't include, however, those
films. During the cultural rev- directors or actors who are invited scripts? She said that the editorial
olution, she was sent to the coun- from other units to work at the department tries to obtain them
tryside to do hard physical labor, studio for a short period. Before from all possible sources. Somewhere building a house one day the cultural revolution, there were times the directors know writers
she fell and injured herself. Now only about 800 workers and the in other units or get the scripts
she wishes to concentrate on 300 who joined the studio after from elsewhere. Occasionally the
directing, in which she has always 1966, are mainly non-productive Film Bureau, the Ministry of Culbeen interested.
office workers.
ture or the Party Central Commit-

How: ls

a $tudio Run?

,

Yu Lan is also a member
tee proposes a theme which it feels
of the leading body of the L[OW is a studio run in China? should
be reflected in films: If
Beijing Film Studio, and it Il Vu Lan explai.ned that the the studio
thinks it can accept the
.was in this capacity that she Beijing Film Studio is led by job it will agree. If not, then it
spoke about the studio and her ten people, five of whom are
wark. Beijing Film Studio suf- concerned with the creative side, refuses.
fered from the influence of the such as directors, actons, cameragang of four during the cultural men; of the others,'one is in
OW then is a. film made? Yu
revolution. The present head of charge of production, one tech- H Lan answered that attached to
the studio, Wang Yang, was its nology, one administration and one the Beijing Film Studio are 20
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directors, who with their as- interfering in his plans. When we
sistants, number 50 to 60. The make suggestions, it,s to try to
studio also has about 100 actors improve his project.,, She emand actresses. The studio phasized, ,,The director, however,
works independently, but some- has the final say. But under the
times there are exceptions. "Per- gang of four, the direotor had no
haps we haven't the right actors or rights at ll. you see, the gang
actresses in our studio for a cer- criticized what thev termed the
tain part. If not, we'll find them ,director-centered, iolicy in the
elsewhere. We use local peop_Ie for film industry. But he must have
crowd scenes on location.
,.Some- the final ""y, o. how else can you
times we invite a certain director
_^-,-^
gooo Ium ('
[o worK wrln us. I or examDle. rI maKe a
we are making *T,
,T,ijfl ,r#:,r:Ti;
perhaps he has some ex
"*""ST"u.lX.l
will try to help' The
fitming these themes o:
f course' has the right to
have been in .the army.
cast' If the Ieadership
from another studio
an'other
actor, then a
appry to work with us c
t is made to see who is
film.,,
s
one of the main discussions in better for
choice
or
the Chinese film industrv has
e
centered around the role Lr tfr" gestion."
s
director. yu Lan talked about his director is
choice,
wins.
then
he
We
can't
role in her studio. "Normally he
attends to all the planning of the force him to accept our suggesfilm, choosing the actors, working tions."
out the costs. He'Il discuss the The Beijing Film Studio, like all
shots with his cameraman. He's feature studios in China, has been
in charge of everything. Then he'Il preoccupied with making films in
submit his plan to us, the leading honor of the people's republic's
body. We generally try to avoid 30th anniversary. They have

.

i*: il:;

Acting with GonfidenGe Again
Actress Zhang Ruifang
N
T
L

1938, while

still a young girl,

Zhang Ruifang went south to
Chongqing where she acted in
plays and films. After liberation

she joined the tseijing

Youth
Theater, but was soon transferred
to Shanghai to make films. One of

This is based on the lives of the
poor who lived on the banks of
the Huanghe (Yellow) River before
liberation. The film begins with
the Kuomintang dynamiting the
dike at Huayuankou, supposedly
to halt the Japanese, but in fact to
massacre the Communist supporters and the Eighth Route Army in
the area. More than a million peop1e died and ten million were made
homeless. Li Mai, the heroine, is
a peasant who becomes a refugee
and who struggles to re-establish

already completed one

film which

has been released, The Great Flousing Riuer. Because of the immense

problems created in the film industry by the gang of four, all
films made since their downfall
unfortunately still reflect traces of
their influence. Does The Great
Flouing Ritser also show these?
Yu Lan gave her opinion of the
film: "The first part is better because it truthfully depicts the
sufferings and miseries of the
people in the flooded areas of the
Huanghe River. The second part
of the film does unfortunately fall
into some of the artistic formulas
of the gang of four. Still you can
see the diff erence between this
film and the ones made under the
gang. Some of the acting is very
good, especiaily Zhang Ruifang as
the heroine Li Mai, In spite of the
faults, I was moved by it and wept
several times. I won't say the film
is marvellous, but I will say it is
better than anything we've produced so far since the fall of the

gang. I think it is a

good

beginning."

evacuate everyone. Instead the
dike is strengthened an'd the river
harnessed. This is the first film
in which Chairman Mao and
Premier Zhou have been portrayed.

Li ZL,un, the scriptwriter, is also
a famous novelist, who wrote the
scenario for Zhang Ruifang's. most
popular

.

film, Li

Shuangshuang,

about a peasant couple. Zhang
Ruifang said that Li Zhur.'is himself from a peasant family and
that though he lives in Beijing, he
still has the feelings and appearance of a peasant. Sent to
work in the former floo,ded areas
during the cultural revolution, he
Iived with the peasants, whose
families had suffered in the past.

China's most distihguished actresses, her" best known fiims are
Mother, By the March 8 Canal, It's
Alutays Spring, The Family and Li
Shuangshuang. Persecuted by the
gang of four during the cultural
revolution and imprisoned for her village, while fighting the One day his neighbor asked him to
more than two years, her hair Japanese and Kuomintang. The
help write a memorial for an old
turned white. An attractive and second part is from liberation to relative who had recently died. Li
unaffected person, now at ,work 1958. A dike is built to prevent Zhun agreed but needed to know
again, she talked about her most flooding. A flood threatens, something about the man's life. He
recent film The Great Flowing however. Premier Zhou, after started to learn about the histories
Ritser.
inspecting it, changes the plans to of the familim, and this became
8
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Zhang Junxiang, a leader of
Fiim Bureau and well-known fllm

the
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rector and scriptwriter, with his daughrer.
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IlLro .litttt: ing

Huimin (left), Vice-Minister of Culture
charge of film work, with Ding
(right), a leader of the Film Bureau.
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Zhao Dan. actor, director and artist.

Huang Zongjiang (lcft),

scripru riter with rhe
Army "Arrgust 1" Film Studio. u,ith his
younger brother Huang Zongluo! a stage actor.
I
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A scene from 1-l .\igLutrtg, a neu, film being
made in 1979, with Sun Daolin as the
geologist Li Siguanq, directed b.y Ling Zifeng.
Trto Yitiltui

An operating scene from Dt

Batltune. with Gerald
Tannebaum as the famous Canadian hero Dr. Nor_
man Bethune, and Ying Ruocheng (right) as Inter_
preter Tong, directed by Zhang Junxiang in 1964.

A prison scene frorn {lt:

t Ftntil) with
by Shui Hua in 1960.

ultrtioltti

Yu Lan as the heroine, directed

Gtro

/.ltilit'

.\

scene front f'lunttttl Putt,nrltootl. d .lot rtrt
i/r,r,, with Li L,iansheng (lefr) and Li Xiuming (right), direced by Xie Tian in 1979.
(

Li

Yuthttt

I

A student demonstration from Sar;g o/ louilt, with Xie Fang
as the herojne, directed b1' Cui Wei and Chen Fluaikai in 1959.

A flood

scene

lrom lltt (itlut l'lorinE ltlrcr, with Zhang RuiLi NIai, clirected by Xie Tieli in 1978.

fang (center) as the heroine

Ru Shuiren

I

\

ir,l

Lili (right), young
in llttrtts irr tltL Tltttlbui llrttttttritr:
Liurt.q Zit ltq

Chen Chong (left) and Qiu

actresses

It.rung

t

Wang Yang (right),
hcad of Beijing

Film

Studio,

Chen
Huaikai (center),
film director and
Guan Sushuang
(left), Beijing Opera
actress of the

Yunnan Beijing
Opera Troupe, discussing how to
shoot Rontttttte ol tut
lt

on Bo:t in

the

studio.
fluo Jiunt ittg

On location for Hcrot's

f,lm being made in

in

1979,

On Location in a Beijing courtyard
for Rout ' Tltt lluongltt,Ri

r,r,/, with Zhang
Ruifang, directed by Shen Yan in 1979.

lltto Jirrrl itt,q

rltL Tonqbrri lloutrtuins. a neu

directed by Zhang Zheng
I i Dtnrtr

the source of his script. To link
the stories together he chose the
character of Li Mai. Although the
script was finished in 1975, it
wasn't possible to film it until the
fall of the gang.
Li Zhun sent Zhang Ruifang the
script in 1975, but at that tirne
she couldn't act in such d role. Did

she like the part when she read the
script? When she had first read it
she was moved because at that
time it was hardly possible to
write in such a way. with the gang
controlling everything. She liked
the part of Li Mai very much, because she felt she knerv a lot about
the lives of peasants. In i964
Zilrang Ruifang had spent ten
months in the countryside a.nd had

A marital tiff from the comedy Li Shuangshuang, with Zh.arl-g
.Ruifang and Zhong Xinghuo, directerl by Lu Ren in 1962"

come to know more about the lives

of the women, their characters and
thinking.

"Three Prorninences." Here prominence was given to the positive

sufferings under the gang

I

realize

that my feelings of love

and
explained how finally she characterc; among them, pro- hatred
QHE
are stronger than before.
v was chosen for the palt of Li minence
was given to the heroic In The Great Fl,ouing Riuer, I
Mai. "After the gang fell, the ones; and among these,
pro- consciously felt the depths of my
director, Xie Tieli, and the camera- minence was given to the one perlove anC hatred. Perhaps Li Zhun
man, Qian Jiang, thought of rne fect, principal hero.
had the same feelings when he

for the part. but they hadn,t seen
In Shanghai I,d
become older and fatter than be-

me for ten years.

fore, and so they were worried. An
assistant director was sent to pho-

L

Zhang Ruifang said, "When we
started shooting the film, we tried

hard to get rid of the influences
of the gang, but inevitably there

wrote the script."
She continued, "During 1975-76,
because of pressurg from Premier
Zhou, the gang wanted .some of
us to appear in minor roles on the
screen. I was given a small part
as an old granny in a film called
The Younger Generation. Because I wds being supervised, I
was not at all confident and I
acted very rigidly. I was afraid
that if I shorved my face to the
camera, I would be accused of
trying to hog it. So I always tried
tc avoid looking at it. Now, with
my deep hatred for the gang and
my deep love for the people, I can
act again full of confidence. My
feelings flow with the character.
Stanislavsky talked about acting
as if you are the character. It's
Iike that. Now I can act boldly
without worries and that is why
the part of Li Mai is so vigorous
in the film."
At present Zhang Ruifang is
shooting another film for the
Army . "August 1" FiIm Studio

are traces. Take Li Mai. She's got
tograph me and there were s,ome traces of the 'Three Prominences.'
discussions. Some wanted me for Her starting point, her political
the part, but others thought I consciousness is too high. She
wasn't sultable. Finally Xie and knows everything. She can easily
to see me and gave me distinguish ihe Communist Party
Qian came
a screen 'test. Only then was it from the Kuomintang. She's just
decided I should get the role.,'
like a Communist Party member
The cast first prepared for their from the beginning. She never
parts by spending three weeks in has room to develdp as a
the former flooded area on the character."
Huanghe River. When the actual
She added that she felt the film
shooting began, they were on loca- was not condensed enough. "Il
tion in Henan for about one year. was too loosely organized. Li
Local peasants acted in the crowd Zhun's dialogue. in the first part
scenes, offering their help and is local, vivid and concise, but'in
suggestions to make the film more the second part, he starts to lecauthentic. Although Li Mai was ture the audience. Well, comparnot based entirely on one person's ed to others, he doesn't lecture so
life, she was to some extent much. Stiil Chinese audiences are
modeled on a peasant woman tired of this,"
whom the cast met. They heard
her story and visited her home.
HEN asked if rhere was any
When the film was released earchange in her acting as a
lier this year, it received mixed result of her persecution during
revrews, some praising it, others the cultural revolution, Zhang about the composer of the
eriticizing it. The latter felt it Ruifang paused before replying, Huanghe Riuer Concerto, Xian
suffered to some extent from the "Basically I don't notice a great Xinghai. The script i,s based on a'
gang's artistic theories such as'the difference. But because of my play performed
by the Kunming
AUGUST
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Army Troupe. It is set during realistic and that it should be cut.
1975, when the gang tried to You see, at that time, silence was
prevent a musical commemoration about the only protest possible.
on the anniversary of the com- So now I am a silent woman."
poser's death but failed. The film
The lack of reallf good script;
has a rich musical ,score based on Zhang Ruifang pointed out, is one
the composer's works. Zhang of the main problems in filmRuifang plays the part of a pianist making today. Somg famous
who helpeil the composer. In real actors and actresses can't find
life this was his wife. What sort suitable parts, while the younger
of a part is it? Zhang Ruifang ones have to go on the stage to
laughed and said, "This time I'm get experience. She said that once
a silent protestor. Quite different the scripts improved so would
from the bold Li Mai!"
the films. Also making films will
She added, "It's true, I don't be easier once the studios have
often play such roles. In the more responsibility. Of the future
original script I was always an- she said, "I'm confident. We
swering back and saying harsh won't merely copy others. We will
words to the gang's followers, but
I suggested this was rather un-

create our own good films with our
own national style."

ofa

ln $earch
Ghinese

$tyle of Acting

Zhao

Dan: Actor and Director

sometimes use these and other
techniques."

He continued, "In the films Li
Shizhen and Lin Zeru, I consciously tried to use Chinese opera
techniques. For me, as an actor,
both parts posed a problem. They
were historical roles, not modern
men. Therefore, I had to convince
the audience that I was not a
modern man in traditional dress.
Also it was not possible to copy
straight from Chinese opera as
certain conventions and acting
styles are not suitable for film
acting. The acting needed to be
more natural. I had to present in
each part a unique chardcter. Li
Shizhen was. a medical scientist;
Lin Zexu was a statesman. The
films demanded that they be alive,
not that I was posing or acting."

rflHIS process of "seeking, Bropr ing, trying to find a national
style of acting" is only just beginning, Zhao Dan said. "The
problem had been tackled in the
past by Jin Shan and the late Cui
Wei, both top actors and directors.
In the film Storar, Jin Shan was
obviously trying to absorb some-

N 1934 Zhao Dan graduated seeking it all my life. For examrf with honors from the Shanghai ple, in our traditional Chinese thing from traditional Chinese
Academy of Art, but immediate- operas, in all our local operas, we acting too. He knew a lot about
ly, because of his abilities as a have a rich heritage in acting. It traditional Chinese operas and you
stage actor, was chosen to play in is like a Chinese painting. The could see from his gestures that
films. Since then he has dominated more sophisticated it becomes, the he had absorbed.their styles. He
the screen. With the outbreak of simpler it gets. It is the most played the part of the lawyer who
the anti-Japanese war in 1937, he concentrated form of expression. went to court on behalf of the
went to Chongqing and then to You pever do with ten strokes workers. In his court speech, he
Xinjiang, where he was wrongful- what you can do with one. Films . delivered it like a Chinese opera
Iy imprisoned under terrible con- are a modern art, so obviously dialogue.
"Cui Wei was also well-versed
ditions for five years. His con- you can't just copy straight from
in
traditional Chinese opera and
tribution was immense from the a Chinese opera. If anything is
30s up to the cultural revolution, offered abroad, we should learn literature. He didn't go in for
when he was badly persecuted by from it. We should digest it our- gestures, but used it in his treatthe gang of four, spending five selves until it becomes part of our ment of characters. One feels
and a half years in prison. Among national heritage. Chinese people how he absorbed this. It was even
his notable successes in films have express their feelings in a dif- reflected in his editing of films.
been Crotos anil Sparrotos, Nie ferent manner from people The rhythm was distinctly ChiEr,. Li Shizhen,
Crag.

Lin Zetu and

Red

At 64, Zhao Dan is handsome
and charming, with no traces of
his sufferings visible. With his
Iovely wife, the actress and
scriptwriter Huang Zongying, he
talked about his life and work in

an open and relaxed way.
When asked if there was a recognizable Chinese style of acting,
Zhao Dan replied, "Well, l've been
14

elsewhere in the world. There is
also the question of the masses.
What are they accustomed to
seeing? What do they like to see?
They like films with a story that
has a definite beginning, middle

and end. In the west there is
much usE of flashbacks and time

nese. You can see this in the way
he used contrast and speed in

editing and cutting. Its roots were

obviously in classical Chinese

literature and art.
"The late director Zheng Junli,
who directed Lin Zeru, used the
principles of Chinese visual art
such as paintings in the formation of his picture frames, his

jumps. This may not be so
suitable for Chinese audiences.
Of 'course, it is not bad for the stress on symmetry and the
west and it doesn't mean we can't angles of the shots. These all conCHINA RECONSTBUCTS

vey an impression of solemnity,

seriousness, deep feelings, innate

national styles, without individual
styles."
During the years that Zhao Dan
spent in prison during the cultural

"In the old script
Wen Yiduo was an ivory-tower
scholar," Zhao Dan explained,
satisfactory.

"who knew nothing about the outside world. So how did he join

revolution, he was badly treated

the revolution? His students
pushed him into it. His ideology

ment. On his release his wife described how they all.felt he was
a broken man. She said, "He
couldn't speak or communicate.
He c,ouldn't sit or stand like a
normal human being. My children
and I would go to another room
and weep so that he didn't see us.
The children said, 'Father is
finished!' I often fougd him talking to himself late at night."

As a Marxist-Leninist he fought
against the enemy until an assassin's bullet finished his life. End
of film. That was a very formalistic concept. The script was
preconceived, and then his life
was made to fit it. This is one of
the contradictions in creative
writing. Should the theme be
first or the theme be taken from
life? We felt the old script was
wrong, so we have reversed the

both mentally and physically,
being kept in solitary confine-

viras raised

through class struggle.

situation."

l{i

\

/

Huang Zongyin8l, actress and script-

writer and wife of Zbao

Dan.

main significance in 1ife. So he
joined the revolution like the
others. As a poet, he genuinely
Ioved humanity, people. As a
scholar, he sought truth from his
studies. Thus he became a genuine revolutionary prepared to
give his life for mankind."

So how do he and his wife see
THAO DAN'S inner wounds
ZJ
u7s1! very deep, but he soon Wen Yiduo? Zhao Dan said,
recovered. Recently he has been "First as a poet; second as a
busily engaged with his wife on scholar; third as a cultural fighter
Zhao Dan plans that Wen Yiduo
a film about the life of the poet in the new-democratic revolu- will meet several poets in his
Wen Yiduo who was murdered in tion. Now we aren't worrying imagination such as Qu Yuan, Du
1946 in Kunming by Kuomintang about the theme. We have looked Fu, WaIt Whitman and Byron.
agents. Zhao Dan will play the instead at the person and found There will also be humor and
main part, while his wife is pre- out about him. He was educated everyday life in the film as they
paring the script.
by the times and the tendencies of want to show how Wen Yiduo
The idea for a film about the those times. He was forced to take acted toward his family and his
poet Wen Yiduo was already put the path he did. As a poet and students. Wen Yiduo'was assas-

forward before the cultural revolution. A script was prepared
and Zhao Dan was to play the
title role, but it wasn't quite

A

serious scholar, he may have been

different from other revolutionaries, but they had one aim in
common. AII sought after the

scene from Li Skizhen, with Zhao DaD as the ancient
Chitrese medical scientist, directed by Shen Fu in 195?,
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sinated by Kuomintang agents,
after he had gone to correct some
book proofs at a house not far
from his. Zhao Dan described the

Yu

Zhengu

Srorm with Jin Shan (first left) as the lawyer with the
striking railway workers, rlirected by Jin Shan in 1959.
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film it: 'lHaving finished his work, his son
comes to take him home. Wen
scene as he plans to

Yiduo only has to walk down the
street to his home. Normally it
is a very busy street, but when he
steps into it, he immediately
notices the unnatural silence. He
realizes that this is the moment
of his death. The Kuomintahg
have put a curfew on the area
and cleared the street of people
so as to assassinate Wen Yiduo,

He waiks down the street, his
footsteps breaking the silence.
Then he asks his son to recite
Byron's poem on death to him.

reflection. It is impossible to stifle
these by orders and laws. The
gang of four tried to stipulats that
we talked of only one theme in
one kind of language. Thus a
fascist dictatorship developed. In
practice, in reality, it proved impossible. It will always fail. One
should not fear differences. That
there is more liberty in creative
art is not something to fear. After all if something is truly antiParty or anti-socialist, then it will
be repudiated by the masses.
"I see that in the future our
economy will develop and there
will be more unity of thought.

have

full

confidence

in the people.

I believe they support socialism
and the Party. There are of

course some counter-revolutionaries who rnay use the '100 Flowers' for their own ends, but that

is all right. All this will help us
to educate the people.
"The situation now is that some
responsible people are full of fear
that it will all go too far, but the
people as a whole have no such
misgivings. They want it to get
going at full swing. Only philosophicai idealists think they can
create a society free of any

'poisonous weeds.! The top
Right and wrong will be more leadership is quite clear on this
Yiduo is shot as he reaches his clear to us. There wilL be more policy. There is no doubt in their
home.tt
liberty in artistic expression. Based minds. But the people in the
on all this, it will be much middle are afraid of committing
easier
to let the '100 Flowers' mistakes, of losing their positions.
JL T is more than ten years since blossom."
They have this fear because they
Zhao Dan last acted in a film.
After
pause
a
he
contintred,
are idealistically philosophical.
He said, "Now that I am getting
"There
is
nothing
fear
to
from
There will always be struggle.
older I want to make a really good
the '100 Flowers." Even if a few There are two schools of thought.
prepared
film. I'm not
to make 'poisonous weeds' are thrown up, But if someone wishes to end
anything less. I feel we lack negative
teaching, negative exam- struggles, he is an idealist and he
vision today in our films, but in ples also help one to progress.
I is wrong."
this I want to introduce things
that haven't appeared before in
Chinese films. And most definitely I don't want anything of the
gang of four's ideas to appear in
The boy recites the poem and Wen

An Artistic $oldier

it !"

Zhao Dan continued falking
about the question of the "100
Flowers" policy in literature and
art. He said, "It is only now just
beginning to be raised. With the
gang of four the issue of course
could not be debated. It is a question open to a lot of interpretations. According to MarxismLeninism-Mao Zedong Thought,
freedom has a class nature. LiL
erty exists only in comparison
with others. There is no absolute

Scriptwriter Huang Zongiiang
ALN ACTOR in Shanghai from
the age of 19, both in drama
and traditional opeia, Huang
-t

Zhongjiang, now 58, is one of China's foremost screen writers.
Having worked in Chongqing and
traveled to the United States, he

returned to China in 1946 and
wrote his first major play, The

Great Reuni,on. In 1949 he
liberty; there is no abstract the
People's Liberation Army arld
freedom. People talk about has worked
since 1958 in the Army
freedom because there is a lack
1"
Film Studio in Beijing
"August
of it. One class is freed and be- as a
scriptwriter; serving both in
comes the antagonistic class of
Korea and Viet Nam. His bestthose who have no freedom. In
these terms the '100 Flower-s' has
a class nature. It is to be enjoyed

by the people and not by the
enemy. There is one prerequisite:
it is not the same as bourgeois liberalization. There is a lot of room

for argument.
"In a class society various kinds
of class ideologies will find their
16

joined

known films are Sea Soul, Story of
Li,ubao Village and SerJs.
Wearing his army uniform,

Huang Zongjiang explained why
as a writer he had chosen to work
in the army. "I joined as I felt

it was the most revolutionary
thing to do." He'd been ill, with
tuberculosis for two years, but

with the liberation of

Shanghai

his health permitted him to join

up. "If I had been younger I'd

have been a real soldier, not an
artistic one. I was .glad the war
was over, but as an artist I regretted that I hadn't been in a
real battle. Such regrets were in
vain as great wars and struggles
lay ahead. More. than once I was
at the Korean front and then I
spent a year in Vietnam in the
south among the guerrilla fighters
there before the country's
liberation."
In China, the army has a strong
cultural tradition as many cultural
workers joined the army in the
30s to fight against the Japanese
and the Kuomintang. What is the

work of the "August 1" studio?
Huang said it shoots about ten
films a year, both features and
documentaries, with military and
civilian themes.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Zhou Jinriang anil Zhang Shizheng
ol thq Red Flag, with Cui
Wei as the hero, directetl by Ling Zifeng in 1960.

A

scene frorn Chronicle

The dumb serf Jamba carries his master, a scene from the
film Serls with Wangdui, the Tibetan actor; screenplay
by Huang Zotgiiatg and directed by Li Jun itr 1968.

film Serfs was made by the eyes were the windows of his directors could choose to work
T]IS
Ir "August 1" studio in Tibet mind. I would have to use them with each other. Now this is being
with a Tibetan cast. It is rec- to take the place of speech."+
advocated again.
ognized as one of the most sucPersecuted during the cultural
cessful and significant films prorevolution,
since the fall of the
he
complete
freedom
have
duced in China in the 60s. It was T\OBS
gang,
Huang
has been very busy
L) to write his scripts? Huang
recently bought by a British televiwriting.
He
also visited Japan
sion company. Huang talked about replied, "On the face of it I have with a Chinese film delegation.
complete
write
liberty
what
I
to
how he wrote the script. He first
During one reception he noticed a
went to Tibet after the 1959 rebel- want." Then he joked, "But in Japanese lady waving at him a
practice
there are too many opilion, in which the Dalai Lama had
copy of the screenplay Serfs.
fled the country. At first he didn't nions or as we say, too many Huang had lost his copies in the
mothers-in-law! Well as you know
have any definite ideas on what
to write but listened to what the
people had to tell The former

serfs were holding accusation
meetings against their former
masters. Huang said, "Dozens

wept and cried as they poured out

all the sufferings in their

hearts.
who had

I

had read about a serf
resisted his master by acting
dumb. After his emancipation he
had started to speak again. I
didn't realize at the time he would
be my model." It was only after
some months back in Beijing that
Huang thought about the theme of
mute resistance. With this and the

material he had gathered,

he

wrote his script.
In 1963 he returned to Tibet for
tiie film's shooting. It was Huang's
suggestion that Tibetan actors
should be used and this was accepted. .The dumb serf hero of the
film, Jamba, was acted by a

former serf , the Tibetan actor
Wangdui. Of his role as Jamba,
Wangdui stated, "He used his
silence to show his revolt. He was
a serf with a blazing fire inside
him, but he kept it hidden and
gave no sign of his thoughts and
feelings except through the look
in his eyes. I decided Jamba's
AUGUST
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one mother-in-law can be difficult

enough, but when you have nine
or ten I The survival rate for film
scripts is very low. I'm lucky as I
enjoy a high survival rate."
How do directors and script-

writers work together? Huang
smiled and replied, "Even though
you may be the best of scriptwriters, ultimately the last word Iies
with the director. You should be
modest before him.

Perhaps

you've written too much and he
strikes some out. He's right, and
you are redundant. Of course, as
a seriptwriter, I hope that the
director will grasp the philosophy
and poetry of my script. Sometimes one is heartbroken to see
cherished phrases scored out. Once
I told a director, 'There were
some things I really liked about

my script, but you've mutilated it
ruthlessly. If you were my wife
I'd divorce you!' You must be
able to argue out certain points
with your director. A writer can
take his script away from a director if he feels he's too unsympathetic, but I've never done that.
I just refused to look at the
finished product." Before the cul-

tural revolution, writers

and

cultural revolution, yet to his sur-

prise therg was one in

Japan.

"Japan is a very exciting country,"
Huang said enthusiastically.
Huang Zongjiang would like to
make a film about the ancient Silk
Road to China. He first visited
the area of world-famous Dunhuang Grottoes in L957, where he

met the artist, Chang Shuhong. Huang had finished a draft

of the script in 1963, and it was
planned that the director Zheng
Junli would make the film. The
cultural revolution interrupted
this. Huang was criticized and
detained, while Zheng was persecuted to death by the gang. The
silk route theme has fascinated
Huang for a long time. He explained why. "For me it symbolizes the peace and friendship
which should exist betv/een the
peoples of the world. We must
never forget the road of friendship and peace, even though there
are disputqs or wars. I've thought
of the idea for many years now.
What is most important is that we
strike out on our new 'Silk Road'
together as friends and comradesl"
tSee the December 1964 issue tI China
Recansttucts

for the film story

Serfs.
L7

Lyons Orchestra,

mHE visit of the Symphony
t Orchestra of Lyons. France,
under the baton of Serge Baudo

and Sylvain Cambreling after that
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Seiji Ozawa was a
rare bonus for Beijing mrxic
lovers"

in Beijing
ZH,AO FENG

Since the two orchestras are
quite different in style, each having its own strong points, there is

little ground for

comparison.

to la Mer by the

impressionist

While there was some overlapping
in their programs, they stressed
different things. We were particularly interested in the Lyons
ensemble's rendition of works by
French comp,osbrs, ranging from
Symphonie fantastique by the
romantic comtrrcser Hector Berlioz

Claude Debussy, and works by
i Maurice Ravel of the present
century

Ma mdre I'Oge

Daphni,s-et Chlo1 Suite No.

and

2.

The French have made outstanding contributions to world
music since the Renaissance. But
it was only during the last century that the center of European
musical culture shifted from Germany to France. French music
flourished and developed along its
own lines.
French music mentioned in

China had invariably meant

The author (center) welgoming the French
guests at the Central Conservatory of Music.
Exchanging pointers.

Debussy's impressionism, which
was always discusSed in the same
context as the impressionist school
of French painting, especially the
late impressionists. French composens were regarded more or less
as modernists. The reputation of
impressionism in China was not
good because before liberation
certain Chinese painters made a
travesty of the late impressionists.

These painters lacked a solid
grounding in skill and sought only
formal novelty. For this reason

to Chinese musicians was tanamount to

impressionism
formalism.

In my view, French impression-

ist music really

represented a
continuation and development of
romantic music, and the impressionists made valuable innovations
ZIJAO FENG is the direcior of . the
Central Conservatory of Music in
Beijing.
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Serge Baudo, Gonductor

of the Lyons Symphony

Orchestra.

in musical technique. In this con- ment that held them back from
nection the words about the overstressing the imaginative
romantic music of his day by aspects or presenting an excesAnton Reicha (1770-183G), the sively mixed interpretation. The
well-known Czech-born musicolo- bold, the exotic and the bizarre
gist whose career. flourished in may excite the ordinary audience
Germany and Austria, are perti- for a while but ran never give full
nent. "In mubic, which is more esthetic satisfaction.
sentimental than the other
Berlioz' Symphonie fantastique
branches of art, romantic works conducted by Baudo and Debusmay even triumph. . But to excel sy's Io Mer conducted by Camin this type of work the composer breling were typical of the ormust first of all possess an out- chestra's presentation.
standing ability to appraise his own
Berlioz's Sgmphonie fantastique,art. Secondly, he must be. a man of a . representative work of late
creative imagination. And third- romanticism, tends to be overly, he must have a . sense of done. But under the baton of Baupropriety. It is only with these do, it sounded emotion-charged
indispensable qualities that a without being coarse. The pascomposer can give free rein to sion, fantasy and emotion of the
his happy inspiration and to pro- music came through well without
ceed and work out the variations."

If we agree in general with
Anton Reicha, we may consider
his words as also applicable to
French impressionist music and,
to enlarge on it, to Berlioz and
RaveL

Lyons Orchestra's perTHE
r formance in Beijing, in my

opinion, brought out the stylistic
characteristics of the composers
pabsion without excess,
well
- refinement
delicate
without over-

elaboration. Their performance
had that appropriateness which'is
necessary for artistic re-creation.
The players revealed a sharp, feliable and discerning critical judg-
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faction of the audience. What unfolded before us was not only a
vivid tone-poem of the sea but
also the feeling of the composer
as he was moved by its changing
scenery.

The Lyons Orchestra is a relatively young ensemble. But it
has already achieved much in
technical excellence.and precision

ensemble playing.

They

have

demonstrated French warmth and
'refinement. In his day Anton
Reicha observed, "The Frenchman

loves excitement and warmth but

in a way different from

the

Italian. For the Frenchman audio
satisfaction alone is not sufficient.
He wants exciter.nent, completely
unanticipated excitement, but if
his heart is not conquered after
the moment of surprise, the imbeing exaggerated.
La Mer by Debussy, a major pressions will not last."
If this is true, the performance
figure of the impressionist school,
is a well-known,tone-poem. It is by the Lyons Orchestra met the
apt to be treated in a way that standard. In their performance of
seeks to bring out the rich color passionate and exciting music it
and scenic beauty of the sea to' was not just superficial effect they
the detriment of the textural unity were aftei; they tried to project
of the piece. But with Cam- something that would be long
breling, the color and scenic remembered. It was not just
portrayal went hand in hand with virtuosity that they sought to
the projection of feeling. The demonstrate; they tried to probe
performance was refined without the psychological depths of the

being overelaborate and there wds

textural unity. The feeling and
scene were ideally integrated.
Thus were the stylistic characteristics of this representative im-

pressionist work
projected,

successfully

to the profound satis-

music.

The strict precision of Baudo
combined with the passion of
Cambreling that have shaped the
unique style of this orchestra
made their performance in Beijing
a brilliant success.
19
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Sunning grain on a state farm

Wltat is the situation in China's agrianlture?
Here are answers, compiled bg Chen Rinong a.nd Bi.an
Hui, our staff reporters, with information supplied
by aariotts econornic institutions, to son'Le of the
questions of our readers.
What is the present agricultural output?
The 1978 grain harvest was 304.75 million tons
nearly 180 percent more than the 110 inillion tons -in
1949. Cotton production was three times more.
Increases in the output of edible oils, sugar, tobacco,
tea and silkworm cocoons ranged from several to a
dozen times. Similar increases have taken place in
forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and sideline production. China's total area of cultivated land
accounts for 7 percent of that of the world but must
feed a people who are neariy one-fifth of the world's

a.
A.

population.

AgricuJture was very backward in China before
Iiberation. After liberation in 1949 and the land
reform,. the small-scale individual peasant economy
was changed by organizing mutual-help teams,
20

in Heilongjiang prorince,

Yu Yonglu

agricultural co-ops and finally the people's communes. Permanent farmiand improvements across
the country since liberation have greatly increased
production.

What has China done in water conservation?
The people's governrnent has allotted large sums
for the construction of water conservation projects.
Along the lower reaches of the Huanghe (Yellow)
River, long calied "China's Sorrow,".1,800 kilometers
of dikes were consolidated and heightened. Many
water conservation projects have been built along its
upper and rniddle reaches. Projects to control floods,
irrigate and generate power were completed on the
river at Lfujia Gorge, Sanmen Gorge and other sites.
Nearly 1,000 reservoirs and large, medium and small
power stations were also constructed on its tributaries. Other major rivers such as the Huaihe, Changjiang (Yangtze) and Haihe, which in the past often
tlooded and caused disasters, have also been

e.
A.

controlled.

Apart from big projects buiit by the state, the
communes thernseives have constructed reservoirs,
CHINA BECONSTRUCTS

canals, power stations and pumping stations totaiing

hundreds of thousands to improve irrigation
and drainage. China's irri.gated area has increased
from 13 million hectares in 1949 to 46 million hectares, about 45 percent of the total cultivated 1and.

in the

Leveling fields and improving the soil have

enabled one third of the country's farmland to regularly give stable high yields. even when there are
dry spells or too much rain.

a, How is

China meeting

its

needs

in farm ma-

chinery and chemical fertilizers?

A. China now has 1,600 agricultural machinery
p).ants. Almost every province, municipality and
autonomous region has built tractor and motor plants.
Ninety-eight percent of the counties in the country
have their own f arm machinery repair plants.
Nevertheless the total production of tractors, motors
and other farm machinery is still inadequate for a
modern level of farm mechanization.
There are about 4?0,000 large and medium-sized
tractors in the country; a million walking tractors, 60
million h.p. of irrigation and drainage machinery, and
80,000 small hydropolver stations. Eighty-six percent
of the communes use electricity for power.
Pre-liberation China produced only 20,000 tons
of fertilizer p€r year. After liberation the state built
many large and medium-sized fertilizer plants" In
addition, almost every county has small ones of its
own. These produce over 50 percent of the country's
total. At present an average of 300 kg. of chemical
fertilizer is applied per hectare. The figure is small
A member of the Evergreen commune in Beijing pollinates turnips.

t
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but at this time manure and green manure are the
main source of fertllizer in China's rural areas.
Reconstructs has teported that basic
mechanization of agriculture could be achieved by
the end of 1980. What is the present situation?
A. Mechanization was then viewed as having 70
or 80 percent of total cultivated farmland plowed by
tractors. Now, however, the experience of advanced
agricultural countries shows us that modernization
of agriculture must embrace more than just the use
of tractors. Mechanization must also be realized in
the many processes of farming. It must be extended
to forestry, the output of aquatic products, land reclamation, animal husbandry, the processing of farm
sideline products, transportation and refrigeration' It
should also include electrification, universal irrigation

a. China

and extensive use of fertilizers and other farm
chemicals. Obviously the modern\zatiot of agriculture means a lot more than the rnechanization of
farming, and the time needed to reach all these goals
will take longer than originally planned.

modernizing 'tho
producagricultural
present
of
state
with
its
country

a. Are there difficulties in

tion?
A. Yes. Generally speaking, China's agriculture has
not developed at a speed necessary to support the

development of her national economy. It is f ar
behind the needs of both socialist modernization and
the people's livelihood. China must support a huge
population on about 100 million hectares of farmland'
The per-capita farmland today is only 0.067 hectares.
In spite of the fact that total grain output has
risen, the per-capita grain output in 1977 wag nearly
the same as in 1957 because of population growthProductivity is stili low. Each of the 300 rnillion able
farm workers produces merely a ton of grain a yearMoreover, agriculture has not developed in a diversified way. Animal husbandry, forestry and fishery
account for only a small percentage of the rural
economy, and this in turn has impeded the development of agriculture.
Agriculture must supply industry with raw
materials, marketS and funding. To meet the
minimum requirements of modernizing the country
by the year 2000, agriculture must develop far more
rapidly and in a rationally balanced way.'

a. Why has agricultural development been slow in
recent years?
A. China's agriculture has not always movd
forward in a straight line over the past 30 years. lt

In 1952
tons'
million
154
grain
reached
output
the total
higher than any year before liberation. In 1957 the
made great strides between 1949 and 1957.

total output of agriculture was 25 percent more than
in 1952, an annual increase of 4.5 percent.
In the late 50s, however, in addition to three
years of natural calamities agriculture suffered
serious setbacks because of lack of experience in,
running socialist collective agriculture. Many cadres

failed to keep a level head when the
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'enthusiasm for socialism rose very high and committed various mistakes such as equajitarianism and
improper disposition of commune lunds. property
and manpower. Moreover, arbitrary and impracticable orders often created chaos.
The early errors of this period were eorrected
within a comparatively short time under the leadership of the Party Central Committee and Mao Zedong
and Zhou Enlai. Agriculture recovered and began a
new development between 1963 and 1966.
Later, during the cultural revolution, Lin Biao
and the gang of four pushed an ultra-"Left"
line in agriculture. They denounced the system of
fixed production quotas, canceled the method of
calculating workpoints on the basis of work done by
each individual, banned the rural fairs, restricted the
peasants' household sideline production and confiscated their private plots. The desire to improve
living conditions was labeled a capitalist trend. Being
better off, they alleged, would make people revisionist. "The poorer you are, the more honored
you will be," they said. The socialist principle of
distribution
from
according to his ability, to
- to hiseach
each according
work, and more pay for more
work
negated. The rlght of a production team
- wasthe
to control
use of its orvn collective property
disappeared.

In short, as a result of the interference

and

Lin Biao and the gang of four, the cadres'
and peasants' enthusiasm for socialism was seriously
sabotage of
dampened.

Taking the whole process into consideration, the
for the slow development of agriculture did
not lie with collectivization. The two periods when
agriculture developed at a faster speed (in the early
50s and again between 1963 and 1966) were both in
collectivized stages. It was the collective strength
which had arisen from the organized peasants in the
50s that made it possible for agriculture to be restored and developed on the poor and backward preliberation base. It was the superiority of the people's
communes' collective economy, together with a downto-.earth style of work, that made agriculture again
develop at a fast speed after the Party's policies were
conscientiously carried out after 1963.
reasons

a.

Were there other reasons

for the slorv

develop-

ment?

A. The general policy of developing the national
economy
agriculture as the foundation and
- taking
industry as
the dominant factor was not fully carried out. In fact, the order of priority
agriculture,
Iight industry, heavy industry was- not strictly
observed., The state didn't support
agriculture
with adequate investment. In developing agriculture,
objective economic laws were often overlooked and
the principle of developing farming, forestry, animal
husbandry, sideline production and fishery in an allround way was neglected in many areas.
Last December the Third Plenary Session of the
11th Central Committee of the Communist Party
studied the experience and lessons of China's agriculture. Policies and measures were adopted to correct
the mistakes and develop agriculture in a better way.

a. What new changes have been made in China's

agricultural policies?
A. The present policies, some of them somewhat
revised, are in the main ones'formulated by the Party
and Mao Zedong in earlier years. For some time they
had been incorrectly applied and even distorted or
abandoned. Strengthened and reinforced, the more
important ones today are:
The ownership and the right of the communes,
brigades and teams to make their own decisions are
protected by law;
A production team's manpower, funds, products
and materials are not to be taken away or transf'erred
without payment by any upper authorities;
The ultra-"Leftist" approach to eqqalitarianism
must be overcome. The socialist principle of distribution mtut be carried out and payment calculated ac:
cording to the quantity and quality of work;
Commune members' private plots, household
sideline production and the country fairs are a necessary supplement to the socialist economy and should
not be interfered with by anyone;
CHINA RECONSTRUCfS
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Automated chicken farm near Shanghai.

The three-level system of ownership (commune,
brigade, team) of the means of production in the com-

munes, with ownership by the production team as
the basic form, will continue and not be changed;
Democratic management, elections and accounts
open to public inspection must be practiced at all

levels i-n the commune.
policies protect the peasants' material in. These
terests and democratic rights. They ensure that the
peasants will become the real masters of their collec-

tive economy. They have also proven effective in
bringing the initiative of the peasants across the
country into full play. Take Sichuan province, ton
example, where agriculture had fallen into chaos
and stagnation befo,re 1976. Agriculture was rapidly
restored in the next two years. Grain output reached
29.5 million tons in 1977, an increase of 18 percent
and the highest in the province's history. In 1978,
though hit by a severe drought, the province still
achieved another increase of 2 million tons.
AUGUST
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Since early this yerar, more and more farm produce and sideline products have appeared on the
market at the country fairs. Pigs purchased by the
siate have exceeded the quota by 62 percent. Eggs
purchased in the first quarter of this year were 67
percent more than the same period last year. Trade
is live1y at the country fairs and prices are kePt
within the limits set by the state.

What will'the state do to strengthen agriculture?
The state will gradually increase its investment
in agriculture to a higher.percentage in its total investment in economic construction. Expenses for

a.
A.

agriculture and to assist the communes will occupy
a higher percentage in the state's total expenditure,
Revenue of local governments shbuld mainly be used
to help develop agriculture and related indusfies.
In the period from now until 1985, the state wiII
double its funds available for agricultural loans.
Long-term low-interest loans will be available in a
23

planned way. In the first quarter of this year banks only as the national economy develops. The other
and credit cooperatives extended credits totaling source of investment comes from funds accumulated
3,940 million yuan to communes, an increase of ?B through commune-run enterprises as the comrnune
percent over the same period last year. This helped collective economy develops.
bring about a much better situation in spring
Second, because the amount of cultivatable land
plowing.
is lirriited, China has to develop agriculture mainly
In order to reduce the price gap between lndus- by intensive and meticulous farming and by raising
trial and agricultural products, the price paid for crop yields per unit area. This must be kept in mind
grain in the state's planned purchases has been raisd in modernizing agriculture.
20 percent. For surplus grain sold to the state the
Third, an important index of agricultural moderprice will be 50 percent higher. The purchasing prices nization is higher labor productivity. Modernization
for other farm produce and sideline products wiil raises the question: What shall we flo with the man-

gradually rise too.

On the other hand, the sales prices of farm
machinery, chemical fertilizers, insecticides and other
industrial products will be cut between 10 and 15
percent in 1979 and 1980, leaving most of the benpfit
to the peasants. State quotas of grain purchaset wilI
continue at the 19?1-75 levels. Over-purchasing of
the peasants' grain will be eliminated.
measuree or pl,ans for
accelerating the development of agriculture?
A. First of all, communes must do a better job in

e. TIhat aro other speclfic
growing

grain. At the same time, industrial

crops

such as cotton, oil and sugar should not be neglected.

The principle of combining farming, forestry,'animal
h(sbandry, sideline production and fishery should be

adhered to.' Permanent farm improvements and
water conservation projects should continue to be
built in a planned way in order to strengthen the
country's ability to resist natural calamities. By 1985
the irrigated area will have expanded from the pre
sent 46 million to 60 million hectares. Eight million
hectares of new farmland will be added by opening
up land and enclosing tidelands for cultivation.
State farms must be run well to provide the state
rvith more grain, industrial crops, farm and sideline
products. Production of chemical fertilizers, insecticide.s, herbicides and farming plastics must be increased. Improved crop varieties must be seleeted,
introduced and popularized. By 1985 about 80
pereent of the main farming processes are to be
mechanized. The state must do all it can to heip
agricultural production in remote. mountain area.s,
border regions and minority nationality autonomous
areas.

What are the prospects for genuine modernization in agriculture?
A. China is trying to realize thi.s goal by the end of
the century. In doing it, however, we have to keep
our plan in line with our country's actual' conditions
and possibilitie-s.
Fi.rst, large investments are needed. The state
can increase its ,share of investment in agriculture

a.

24

power freed through modernizing farrning? We can't

transfer the surplus labor force into the cities and
into urban industry because these areas are already
densely populated. The way out lies in developing a
divercified economy in the eountryside and exploiting
Iocal natural resources through more industrial
€nterprises in the communes.
China has an area of 9.6 million squdre kile
meters. Most of it lies in the temperate and subtropical zones with varied topography, climate, soil and
water distribution. The country is rich in natural
resources. Apart from the 100 million hectares of
cultivated'1and, there are vast stretches of unused
land, mountain areas suitable for forestry and animal
lrusbandry, I million hectares of tidelands that can
be reclaimed from the sea, about 10 million hectares
of fresh water area, 300 million hectares of usable
grasslands and more than 300 million hectares of
forests. The reasonable and scientific use of these
natural resources will make a much better picture

for agriculture.
haven't hearrl much aborrt '"learning from
Dazhai." What is Dazhai's significance in modernizing agriculture?
A. In 1964 the late Premier Zhou Enlai summed up
the experience of the Dazhai brigade as the principle
of putting political and ideological work in command, the spirit of self-reliance and hard work, and
the communist style of loving one's country and the
collective. A11 farming units should strive for this.
During the cultural revolution the ultra-"Left"
line of Lin Biao and the gang of four required that
the agricultural units of the country apply the practices of Dazhai blindly without. con.sidering their own
local conditions. This caused selious losses to these
units. Natural conditions across the land vary a
great deal. Local units. inciu,ding the advanced ones,
should not just cqpy specific measures taken
elsewhere, for instance, in the Dazhai brigade. They
should put the principles into effect but suit their
measures to their own local conditions in developing
and modernizing agriculture.

a, We
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I'ar( ol' I.'iIe Cassias

things account for the big- ditch, a dike
a dam were the commune. The management
TWO
r gest problem that Five Cassias cailed "Cassia," and
and the village be- committee decides how tn usc the
Village has: Its pbpulation has came known as Wugui Five land, funds. labor, farm nri:rr:hirrcs
doubled in the past 30 years, and Cassias. It lies in the -central and tools, livestock; how to run
at the

same time roads, irrigation
and other projects have reduced
the amount of land it farms. In

fact, this two-pronged squeeze has
halved the amount of Iand per
person.

Yet the village a brigade in
the Tianyuan commune
in Sichuan
province
raises enough food for
- sells a surplus to the
its people,
state and is steadily raising its
standard of living.
Large population, limited land is

a general problem in much

of
China. Though Five Cassias Village
is a fairly average brigade, its success with the problem points to
some of the methods China is using

in its struggle to pull agriculture
up to modern production levels

and, on this base, build a competent industry.
The Village

The name comes from the fact
that luxuriant cassia trees used to
grow here. A bridge, a well, a
CHEN RINONG is a staff reporter I0r
China Reconstructs.
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Chengdu Plain, 510 families, 2,100

people (of whom about half are
able-bodied). Two rivers flow to
the north and south of it. In an
old irrigated area, its fertile soil
grows wheat, rice, rapeseed and
tobacco. In the old days the
flowery name of the villag'e hid a
miserable

life common in China

20 landlords- and

rich-peasant

families owned 87 percent of the
land, while the poor 70 percent of
the peasants tried to get along on
the rest.
Fifty-six-year-old Liu Shuxiang,
a coolie and hired hand in the old
society, is the leader of the brigade's 11-member management
committee elected by the members.
This group leads the work of the
brigade and its 13 production
teams.

Total farm land amounts to 132
not counting members'
private plots. The brigade, not
the production team as is usual
throughout China, is the basic accounting unit. This is because it
was more advanced than others in

hectares,

various sideline and f actorl. '"r r.r ir ,.
and determines the distrihrrl,ir,n t,I
products and incomc fhrrl'r lhl
committee's leadership, c;rr::h lirriduction team is responsible Ior its
own work.
Every autumn the brigadr: t,,ii.r
a general meeting for a discussi,rn
of the plans and quotas suggested
,

by the commune and to work out
ways of increasing production

ar.rri

improving management. Once :-]
proposal for the year's 'rapeseed
production was met with the objec-

tion from some fnembers that it
would take too much manpower for
the money that would come frorri

it. Wheat brought more profit,
they said. Yes, it was explained,
but the country urgently needs

more rapeseed. The discussion was
thorough and in the end everyone
agreed.

In another discussion during the
days of the gang of four, the brigade members. disagreed with an
order from the county leaders to
grow two'irops of rice on 50 per-

cent of their land. This,

they
25

figured, would reduce the next
year's wheat crop. Though higher
Ieaders criticized them, they stuck
to their original plan and, in fact,
increased the year's total grain
output.
The Main Problem
To feed the villagers, grow more

surplus grain for the state and
all
raise their standard of living
on less iand is a difficult -task.
- Village is doing
Yet Five Cassias
it. Though far from rich, one-third
of the members are well off and
only 10 percbnt of the families have
some economic problems. This is
because the brigade's food Produc-

tion has risen more rapidlY than

the population. The

Per-hectare

A briglade nursery'

yield has more than quadrupled.
Per-capita income last year was

133 yuan, of which 51.8 was in cash
and the rest in food. This does not

count the income the

members

derive from their private plots and
home sidelines.
The answer of Five Cassias Vil-

lage to the population-land Problem has been scientific farming
and intensive cultivation in order
to raise per-hectare yields, and at
Brigade leader Liu Shuxiang.

the same time all-round development of brigade-run industry and
sideline enterprises that fit local
conditions.

Strenuous eflorts have' been
to improve the soil. Since
19?0 the villagers have leveled
about six hectares of fields everY
year. This is eliminating scattered,
small fields that are more easily
affected by drought or too much
rain, and makes iarger fields for
more efficient farming. More than
100 winding irrigation ditches have
been straightened out, not onlY
making better flow but saving
land. The soil has been enriched
by piowing stalks under, growing
green manure crops in rotation and
made

applying more fertilizer

made

available by the increasing number
of pigs (there are 2,000 in the
brigade).

Crops are rotated. Wheat and
in the sPring,
rice in the summer. Other crops,
some of them interplanted, are
corn, tobacco, broadbeans, pota-

rapeseed are planted

toes, vegetables and green manure.

The introduction of better seed
strains has been important. In
1975 the brigade chose 13 young
people as an agricultural science
group. Each production team also
has a similar group of three members. These people get some training from the county agricultural
bureau. Improved seeds are first
26

grown on experimental plots, then
used on larger areas. Last Year,
for example, a new hybrid rice
strain u'as used that cut the amount
of.seed necessary by 60 percent yet
increased the yield by more than a
ton per hectare.
Diversifying the EconomY
Mountain areas have good conditions for diversifying the economy but fewer PeoPIe to do it.
Five Cassias Vi).lage is in a plains
area with less favorable conditions
but more people. Yet there has
been a good all-round develoPment of industrial and sideline
ocCupations.

The brigade combined its raPewith raising and
selling the honey from the raPe
blossoms. A 25-member bee-keePing team cares for 600 hives. It
earned 20,000 yuan last Year. one
third of the brigade's income from
industrial and sideline production.
There is also a 25-member service
team with members of different
skills who handle such jobs as carpentry, bricklaying, blacksmithing,
sewing and minor repairs. ManY
brigade members make bamboo
ware. Altogether there are 21 industrial and sideline units run bY
the brigade, including a rnill for
rice and wheat, a fodder grinding
place, a piggery and a brick ki-ln.
seed .production

CIIINA
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see to it that all families live
better, especially those with less
manpower, with small children to
support and old people. Last year
14,000 yuan was allotted to such
servi.ces. The brigade has three
nurseries giving free care to 150
chil.dren. It pays any costs for
primary school education. Health

._=*$'*.

care costS a member only one yuan
per year and a five fen registration
fee for each visit. Any expenses

above this fund for medicine and
hospitalization are borne by the
brigade. The brigade clinic has
four part-time nurses.
Brigade members pay very little

for such things as

vegetables,

by wang Honglxun
seventy percent ot the village,s land is plowed b, t"u"tolholos

Last year the output of these reached 85,000 yuan. From its accumu-

iation fund (630,000 yuan) the brigade bought a truck, t hand tractors and 185 farm implements.
This purchase alone brought mechanized plowing and tilling to
70 percent of their land, and added
power for transportation, threshing, irrigation, produce-processing
and fodder grinding.
Part of the more-people-tess-land
problem is what to do with manpower. The development of industrial and sideline enterprises
has absorbed any surplus manpower, at the same time boosting
agricultural production and brigade
members' income.

Rational Pay System

Last year's grain harvest in the
brigade was a record. So was the

had fulfilled its plan and on the
amount, quality and type of work
he himself had done. Payment is
in workpoints, the value of a
workpoint being decided at the end
of the year by the total value produced. This "to each according to
his work" method has raised labor
efficiency.

Good management and high
labor enthusiasm has made production team No. 8 first in the brigade, both in grain output and
per-hectare yield. The team has 37
families, 165 people (of whom 89
can work) and six hectares of land.
The per-capita cash income last
year was 23 yuan higher than the
brigade's average. The brigade

awarded the team 400 yuan and
the county gave it 150 yuan, suggesting part of it be divided among
the team's leaders. These leaders,
however, said the team's achievements were due to the members
and proposed an election of the

. i,l

Li Shiping (richt), of tbe brigaile's agricultural science group,

examines the growing of rice.

clothes made by the sewing group
and repairs on farm tools and fur-

niture. As a matter of fact,

the
charge is entered in the 6ooks and
deducted from their income at the
end of the year. Five old members

without children or relatives are
taken care of by the brigade.

Ne-ighbors are assigned to look
its industrial and
units. After fulfilling the
after their needs.
state's purchasing target, paying team's outstanding members.
the small agricultural tax and Twenty-two were chosen for
Increasing the Pace
setting aside an amount for the ac- awards, and the rest of the money
went
for
a
celebration
banquet.
cumulation fund (used mainly for

income from

sideline

expanding production but also for
sociql benefits such as health care

and education), the brigade

had
more grain and cash than ever before to divide among its members.
The share each member received
was based on how well his team
AUGUST
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The state this summer moved to

Better Social Services

As collective production

im-

proves, Five Cassias Village tries
to improve public services out of

its accumulation fund. The leaders

further decrease the gap between
agricultural and industrial prices
by raising the purchasing price of
farm produce by 20 percent. For
Five Cassias Village this means an
(Continued on p. 53)
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ShennonEiiq Forests:
Home of Rore Species
XIAO ZHI

SfUne are the Shennongjia
Situated at the western end of level there is a drop in altitude of
QO
L/ Mountains, legend had it that the Daba mountain range, Shen- 2,500 meters in only 30 kilometers.
even Shennong, gd-king of fable nongjia is a 3,2O0-square-kilometer When the lowlying hills swelter in
and father of husbandry and farming, when he came to this area in

northwmtern Hubei province to
collect medicinal herbs, had to
build a scaffolding, or "jia," and
that is how the place got its name.
But the altitude has been an important factor in making the Shennongjia Forestry Region a green
treasure house of rare plants,
exotic flowers, valuable timber,

rrnusual fauna and
medicinal herbs.
28

precious

of steep, rugged mountains.
Most of these reach altitu,Ces bemaze

tween 1,000 and 2,500 meters above
sea level. Six soar to over 3,000

meters, the highest rising to 3,052
meters. This last overlooks all the
thousands of mountains and val-

leys in the northwestern part of
Hubei province and'is known as
the "peak of central China."
From the main peak of Shennongjia to the surrounding foothills less than 500 meters above sea

the grip of summer's heat in July
and August, the higher mountains
1,800 meters or more above sea
level still retain the temperatures
of early winter. Such extreme
contrasts and wide diversity in
climate produced by local geography and by the subtropical circulatory system somewhat influenced by the westerly winds,
provide natural conditions for the
growth and reproduction of a wide
variety of flora and fauna.
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Fir forests.

The ancient David Ketelccria tree. l.i De lLt

It is

estimated

that

Shennong-

jia's timber reserves amount to 15
million cubic meters. Valuable
timbers here are the excellent
nanmu trees, hard-textured blue

Japanese oaks, fast-growing
Armand pines and fine-grained

Chinese stewartias. There are also

white poplars and paulownias, as
well as the Chinese boxwood,

the wood of which is

sought

by sculptors. Large tracts of firs,

lovely azaleas and endless stretches
of Chinacane bamboo and mixed

coniferous and broadleaf forests
combine to form a unique primeval forest.

Firs are one of

Shennongjia's
main species. These tall-trunked

and fine-textured timber

trees

grow above the 2,000 meter line

dense, towering grovei. Some
have trunks 40 meters high and so

in

thick that four men can

barely

in addition to being which cling to the side of steep
the favorite food of that rare cliffs. Much-used varieties such as
fiberboard,

animal, the Giant Panda.

Ancient Plant Species

Among the valuable

plants

growing in Shennonglia are the
near-extinct "Iiving fossil" tree
Emmenopterys henryi Oliu., the
Chinese dove tree (Dauidia inool"ucrata) named for its white,
dove-shaped flowers; and the rare
red sandalwoods and Chinese
Douglas

firs.

Here also grows the

ancient tree the David keteleeria,

a type very rarely found in China.

One

of

these

is more than 900

years old and measures 2.36 meters
in diameter and 36 meters high.
Also to be found in the forests
are many relic plant species left
over from the Tertiary Epoch, sr,rch
as the Chinese katsura tree, the

join hands around them.
Azaleas form the majority of
the flowering trees in the region.

euptelea and the Chinese tulip
tree. Just recently, on Mt. Bing-

Everywhere among the dark green
fir forests one sees bursts of
dazzling pink blossoms flowering
on the dozen or so varieties. Some
grow as high as a dozen meters,
though most are small trees about

tron have been found. It has a
trunk reaching at times 12 meters
in height and with its tough, white
fine-grained wood the species, if

dong 3,000 meters above sea level
specimens of the Chinese tetracen-

propagated, would be an excellent

two meters in height. Those timber tree.

varieties which grow above the
2,000 meter line have large,
leathery Ieaves which stay fresh
and green even under the scourge
of winter's frosts and snows.
Bamboo Forests

The Chinacane bamboo is
other distinctive feature of

anthe
Shennongjia forests. This is a long
slender type of bamboo no thicker
than a man's finger. Its bright red
stem, tough and resilient, was used

in olden times to make arrow
shafts, thus the Chinese name
"arrow bamboo." The mountain
slopes above the 2,500 meter line
are an endless yellow-green sea of

these bamboos, which grow so
densely that as many as 120 of
them can be counted on a patch
one meter square. The bamboo
forests are estimated to cover
roughly 30 thousand hectares.
They contain more than three and

a half million tons of these
bamboos, which are excellent
material for making paper and
AUGUST
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Shennongjia abounds in rare
plants with high decorative value.
Among these are the springflowering wintersweet, helwingia
which has blossoms on the leaves
and purple-indigo winter jasmine.
Several hundred hectares of wild
wintersweet have recently been
found in a primitive state in the
f oothills 500 meters above sea
level. So many of these and other
exotic plants have been found in
Shennongjia that it has also been
called "Nature's botanical garden."
Medicinal plants also grow in
great profusion here. Descriptions
of them are found ir:L the Shennong
Bencao (Shennong Materia Med,ica)

the milk vetch, Chinesi angelica,
Chinese goldthread and cowparsnip are to be found everywhere here. Potent herbs like the
Trillium, tschon'oskLi.' Marim and

the

Selaginella tamartscino
(Beauu.) Spr. have often been discovered. With such

resources,

Shennongjia has become a major
source of medicinal herbs.

,

Non-Pslar White Bears

One fifth of all the rare animals
under state protection in China
exist in Shennongjia. The five
hundred or more species so far
discovered there include such rare
ones as the golden monkeS the
rhesus monkey, stump-tailed macaque, musk deer, serow, leopard,
golden pheasant and giant sala-

mander, There are also white
bears, white musk deer, white
wolves, white snakes and black
muntjacs, a member of the deer
family.

The glossy ganoderma, a purpleblack fungus used in treating neurasthenia, one of the valuable medicinal plants found qn Shennongjia.
Wan Jiarians

written during the Han dynasty
(206 B.C.-A.D. 220) and in the
Compendium of Materia Medica
compiled by Li Shizhen, the
famous doctor of the Ming

dynasty (1368-1644). Among the
500 or more varieties of medicinal
plants discovered here are valuable
elevated gastrodia, fritillary, tremella and ginseng. There are also
rare varieties of the dendrobium
31

the most numerous; a slate-colored

variety called the gray golden
monkey; and a brownish-black
variety known as the black golden

monkey. T'he golden monkeys in

this region are considerably larger
than those found in other regions,
somg attaining a weight of B0
kilograms and standing as high as
one and a half meters. They have
tails almost as long as their bodies,
upturned noses and long, glossy
body hair" Artoreal and remarkably agile, they are accomplished
"sprinters" and "high-jumpers,,
and spend most of their days
frolicking in the branehes of the
mixed coniferous and broadleaf
forests 1,500 to 2,500 meter.s above
sea level. They generally live
together in bands and feed on pine

nuts, wild fruit and

shoots. Of gentle
The

thennong

white

bear.

Ou Jinhua

The white beai and the golden
monkey, found uniquely in Shennongjia, deserve special mention.
Before the discovery of white
bears in Shennongjia, the only
white bears known in the world
were the polar bears of the North
Pole. The first discovery of a
white bear in'Shennongjia was in
1963, and since then several more
have been captured sent to zoos in
Wuhan and Beijing where they can
now be seen. Smaller in size than
the polar bear, the Shennongjia
white bear the name suggested
- in the primeval
for it lives
forests and bamboo thickets above
the 1,500 meter line and subsists
on bamboo shoots and wild fruit.
It is more agile than the black
bear and ean walk erect for relatively long periods of time. White
all over, ii has short fur around
the neck and shoulders, pink eyes
and mouth, and lacks the white
horseshoe mark found on the chest

hereditary stability in the counse
of ages of evolutionary change and
selection, thus becoming an independent branch of the species.

bamboo

disposition,
easily tamed and carising no harm
to humans, other animals or erops,

they are a much-lbved species.
Recently the governrhent decid-

ed to turn a 20-square-kilometer

area around the main peak into a
nature preserve for the protection

and study of local animal
plant

life.

and

The possible existence
of "wild men" in this region (See
The Golden Monkey
"'WiId ffisp'-Fact or Fiction?"
Like the Giant Panda, the golden in the July issue of China Recanmonkey is only found in China. 'structs) gives the ciecision to set up
Three types of these inhabit Shen- this nature preserve added scientifnongjia: a golden-haired variety, ic significance.
The whit'e musk deer.

Ou Jinhuo

of the Asiatic black bear. The

possibility of these animals being
biack bears accidentally turned
white is unlikely. Mosf probably
they are a spontaneous rnutation
of the black bear which acouired
CIIINA

RECONBTRUCTS

Memories of
Zhu De

and hen Yi

( Part

I)

SU YU

JI N May 1978 I had a chance to revisit the Jinggang in retreat, told us that although they had been highly
(Chingkang) Mountains where I had been a successful at the beginning of the attack, Iater near
soldier in the revolution over half a century ago. Tangkeng they had received a setback when they

Memories flooded back as I went from one old battle
site to anothijr. Some of my recollections were about
Zhu De and Chen Yi+.
In 1927 Chiang Kai-shek betrayed the revolution and violently attacked the Communists. When
our forces which had spearheaded the uprising at
Nanchang were defeated in neighboring Guangdong
province, Zhu De and Chen Yi insisted on continuing
the policy forged at Nanchang of carrying out armed
struggle under the independent leadership of the
Party. In spite of a thousand difficulties, they did
much toward transforming our troops into a proletarian army. They helped make the strategic switch
from the cities to the countryside and from regular
troops to guerrilla for_ces. Together they led up to
the Jinggang Mountains where we joined the troops
of the Autumn Harvest Uprising led by Mao Zedong.

werd withdrawing.
That morning a fierce battle broke out in the
countryside around Chaozhou. Three enemy divisions were advancing on us. We were only a part of
a regiment and a column of a training regiment left
behind to defend Chaozhou. We fought until dusk
but were finally forced to retreat. We found a few
boats, crossed the Hanjiang River and advanced
toward Raopihg (today's Sanrao). We planned to pass
through Raoping to get to Sanhe and join thq'2,000
troops that remained of the 25th division of the 11th
army and the training regiment of the 9th army.
But when we got to Raoping, they had already fought
the enemy for thfee days and nights at Sanhe and
had retreated to Raoping. AII told, we were now
about 2,500 men.
With five enemy divisions threatening to wipe
us out, our position was extremely precarious. Our
Che Correct Decision,
troops had just come in from all directions. Organiand ideologically things, were in a mess.
zationally
The Nanchang Uprising was launched August 1.
1927 under the leadership of Zhou Enlai, Zhu De, We had lost csntact with Ztrou Enlai and other
He Long, Ye Ting, Liu Bocheng ,and others. I was leaders of the genera] headquarters and the highest
leader of the guard squadron 6f the Revolutionary officer with us was Zhu De, the deputy commander
Committee at the rebel army's headquarters. Two of the 9th army. At this crucial moment, he made
days later, we began a march to Guangdong, prov- the correct decision.
Zhu De believed that even though the main force
ince. On September 23 after we took Chaozhou our
platoon was ordered to remain in the city to defend of the rebel army had been defeated, the banner of
that uprising must not be allowed to fall. We had
the logistics department and supplies.
Around September 27 or 28 when the logistics to continue fighting. He decided to shake off the
personnel were busy collecting grain, money and enemy troops as fast as possible and preserve our
military supplies in Chaozhou, we heard the sound strength. Following a quick reorganization, we set
mopping
of artillery from the front. We knew our rebel army oul to the northwest. After a forced march,
the
along
local
troops
by
reactionary
up
armbushes
was attacking the enemy in the Jieyang and Tangof
border
on
the
way,
we
finally
reached
Wuping
keng (present-day Fengshun) area.
provinces on October 16.
Fuiian
and
Jiangxi
Early on the.morning of the 30th. shots suddenly
Our shift was quickly spotted by the enemy r,l'hn
rang out close by. A few of our troops, scattered and
dispatched a division to tail us. They trailed us to
Zhu De's
+ Zhu De (1886-1976) was Vice-Chairman
of the Central Com- Wuping, coming up on October 17. Under
regienemy
we
by
two
lepuised
an
attack
command
mittee of C.P.C., Chairman of the Standing Comrnittee of thrl
National People's Congress. and Vice-Chairman of thE Mili- ments. Then he ordered our platoon to occupy a
tary Commission of the C.P.C. Central Committee.
slope outside the west gate of Wuping to cover the
Chen Yi (1901-1972) was a member of the C.P.C. Central
withdrawal of our main troops northwest to Shijing
Committee's Political Bureau, Vice-Premier and Minister of
Foreign Affairs. and Vice-Chairman of the Military Com- Ridee. We did this successfully and then set off to
mission of the C.P.C. Central Committee.
catch up with them. The terrain was very rough for
the .six kilometers or so. Then we found the only
pass blocked by reactionary local forces.
narrow
SU YU is a leader in the Military Commission of the
Suddenly Zhu De appeared among us. He calmly
Chinese Communist, Party Central Committee.
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Zhu De (center) with Chen Yi (right) and Su yu (the authorl in

ordered us to disperse and take cover. Then, with a
few guards, he climbed the sheer cliffs above and

behind the pass and there attacked the enemy's rear
flank. They panicked and fled. Buoyed up by this

victory and full of admiration f.or Zhu De, we
watched him standing there on a broken wall, his
hand resting on his Mauser pistol, directing the
troops' movement through the

pass.

My respect and confidence in Zhu De began to
grow. I had first seen him at the beginning of the
Nanchang Uprising. Around 2:00 a.m. on August
l, my guard platoon was ordered to support the officers' training regiment commanded by Zhu De.
We got into position and fired a blank as we had
been instructed. After a short silence we heard the
training regiment's ansrvering signal. Soon we saw
some soldiers escorting a tall, powerfully built,
bearded officer about 40 years old. Zhu De walked
toward us swiftly, smiling and waving. He was then
the regimental commander of the Officers' Training
Regiment and the chief of the Public Security
Bureau of Nanchang.
But it was only after the battle at the pass of
Shijing Ridge that I realized Zhu De was also a
brave, skilled general who fought at the front with
his men. I had been wounded during the retreat

from Wuping and now Zhu De's cool courage boosted
my morale and helped me ignore the pain.
Following the battles of Wuping and Shijing
Ridge, Zhu De led us into a mountainous area in
southern Jiangxi where we shook off pursuit by the
Kuomintang soldiers.

True Heroes
After" Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Jingwei betrayed the revolution in succession, the reactionary
34

Nfilitary Museun ol tlle Chi'nese People's

ReaoLutiorr

1948.

forces grew even stronger. We who remained from
the Nanchang Uprising had to fight as we marched
through Jiangxi and headed for the Dayuling Mountains. Cut off and on foot through rugged terrain,

our difficulties increased. Local landlord

forces

ambushed us and bandits attacked us. Hunger, cold
and contagious diseases tormented us. But most
depressing of all, the revolution was at a low tide.
Where was our small, isolated force to go? The

bitter realities of the struggle mercilessly tested
every one of us. Some men couldn't stand it and
left without a word; others even turned traitor.
More and more slipped away until by the time we
reached Xinfeng we had

hundred men
disintegrating.

left. Our

only about seven or eight
force was on the brink of

At this incredibly difticult

moment, Zhu De

marched at the head of the troops. His fearlessness
in spite of the fact that a powerful enemy
and calm
lay ahead- of us and our situation was bad greatly
encouraged the low in spirits and the uncertain
of
heart.

On the march Zhu De speht much time in the
ranks, talking to the men about the aims of the
revolution, getting to know them and understand
them. Although he was the commander, he ate with
the troops out of the same pot and wore the same
rough homespun uniforms they did. He refused the
privilege of riding a horse, and marched with the
others, rifle over his shoulder and a pack on his
back. He always assisted the sick and wounded.
Of the divisional and regimental political cadres,
Chen Yi, political instructor of the ?3rd regiment,
was the only one left. Unflaggingly he assisted Zhu
De in leading the troops and his actions won the
men's respect. Later we learned that during the
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Nanchang Uprising Chen Yi had been in charge of
the Party at the Wuhan branch of the Central Military and Political Academy. Following the orders
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party,
on August 2 he took a boat from Wuchang down the
Changjiang (Yangtze) River to Nanchang. However,
the rebel army had already withdrawn when he
reached the city. Ignoring the risk in an enemy-infested countryside, he traveled day and night southward to catch up with us, finally reaching us while
lve were still on the march. Zhou Eniai, Secretary
of the Front Committee, appointed him political in-

structor of our main force, the 73rd regiment,
nicknamed "The Iron Regiment."
Chen Yi first of all confronted those who were
deeply pessimistic and wanted to quit. A few officers from the Whampoa Military Academy, including a young company commander named Lin Biao,
wanted to throw in the towel and find another way
out. Some of them urged Chen Yi to Ieave with

them.

I

They warned him that he was an intellectual

the test of defeat. It's easy to be a hero in times of
victory but much more difficult in times of defeat.
Real heroes are the ones who are brave in the face

of

defeat."

That meeting helped us through the

hardest

period our troops had known. Most of the men had
their confidence in the revolution rekindled. But
Lin Biao, who had been wavering for a long time,
deserted the day we withdrew from Dayu county.
It was only because Jocal landlord forces guarding
the pass would beat or kill any suspicious person that
he returned that evening.
Reorganization at Dayu

In late October 1927 our troops arrived at Dayu
on,the border between Jiangxi and Guangdong. Just
as Zhu De had predicted, the contradictions among
the various factions of the Kuomintang warlords had
flared up into tang).ed u'arfare between three regional cliques. Absorbed in their fighting, they
relaxed their pursuit of us. Zhu De and Chen Yi
took advantage of this breather to carry out the
first rectification and reorganization of our troops
In fact, this .had already started at Xinfeng with
a removal of errors in troop discipline. Originally,
on the march westward, there had been several infractions of discipline. By the time we arrived at

without combat experience. They had fought and
knew better, they said. The troops now were no
good and would collapse at the fi.rst blow. It would
be better to change into civvies than become prisoners of war. Chen Yi replied firmly, "I'm not going.
We have guns now and we can kiII the locai tyrants
and evil gentry. But if we leave the army, they
will kill us." He told them scornfully, "If you want Xinfeng the problem had become serious. After a
to go, then go. But leave your rifles here. We're quick assessment, Chen Yi decisiveLy led the tro<.rps
going to continue the revolution. The troops still on a 10-km. forced march to a small hollow in
exist and we're still alive. It takes revolutionary the mountains for the meeting which I have just
zeal to stick it out. An individual might lose his described. Chen Yi read the rules of revolutionary
life, but the Chinese revoiution won't fail. Desert discipline, severely condemned three of the worst
violators who had created disputes, looted and inciteC
with your guns? How low can you get?"
In late October 7927, Zhu De called a meeting troops to desert, and had them punished on the spot.
of the army in a mountain hollow 10 km. from This put the brake on infractions of discipline and
Xinfeng. It turned out to be a very significant meet- encouraged a healthier atmosphere. It was the first
ing. He announced that from then on the troops time Chen Yi had spoken in front of all of us, and
would be commanded by himself and Chen Yi. Then his resolve and resourcefulness made an impression
he parxed and said, "Those who want to continue on us. We were cheered by the fact that we had
the revolution should come with us. Those who such a capable and brave comrade to assist Zhu De
don't can go home '67s 's7sn'f forcs you to stay." in leading our troops.
After a moment he -said earnestly, "No matter what,
don't go. I arn not going." Then he made a moving
pistol used by Zhu De during
speech that touched the questions which concerned The
the Nanchane uprisins:

iir"l,]ff'*

everyone.

He compared the tortuous path the

fire crrinese Reuorutioa

Russian

Revolution had taken with the Chinese situation. "In
1905 they were defeated, but the survivors finally
became the backbone of the October Revolution in
1917. We are now in our '1905' stage," he said. "As
long as we have a few people left, they will play
an important role in the revolution to come. Our
methods before were wrong. Now we want to be
rnobile, flexible and able to maneuver freely." He

predicted. that the warlords would fight among
themselves over territory and this would give our
troc.rps

a

chance

to

expand.

Chen Yi also spoke. "The Nanchang Uprising
failed, but that doesn't mean the Chinese revolution
has failed. It will be victorious, We must stand
AUGUST
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We pitched camp at Dayu and began a thorough
rectification and reorganization of our forces. The
focal point was strengthening the Party's leadership.
First, under Chen Yi's supervision, lve re-registered
all Party and Youth League members, readjusted the
Party and League organizations, and established a
new Party branch. Party and League members were
assigaed to each cornpany to strengthen Party work
in the ranks. The army was reorganized into seven
infantry companies, a mortar company and a heavy
machinegun'company. I was appointed political instructor of the fifth oompany. In order to make w
less eonspicuous as a communist target, we adopted

the Kuomintang designation "Fifth .Column of the
National Rerlolutionary Army." Our commander was
Zhu De, our politicai instructor Chen Yi, and our
chief of staff Wang Erzhuo.
After our withdrawal from Raoping our morale
had been low. Through these reforms, we gradually
lively, and the grim, worried expresto smiles. We only numbered seven
or eight hundred men but after going through this
severe'tempering we were like gold which had been
sifted from the dross a revoLutionary flame which
became more

sions changdd

couldn't be extinguished.

Moon Oakes in Mid-Autumn
Mid-Autumn Festival falls
THE
r on the 15th day of the 8th

lunar month when the moon is at
its fullest during the whole year.
This year it will be on October 5.
It is always celebrated at night
with moon cakes, small round
baked pies filled with ham, beef,
jujube paste, or salted duck eggs.
Sometimes they contain a mixture
of sugar, almonds, peanuts and
candied fruit. Records of this
festival datd back to more than a
thousand years. But in those times
eating moon cakes was a custom
only among official and scholargentry families. It became Flopular
among ordinary people in the

Northern Song dynasty

(A.D.

e60-1 127),

The holiday symbolizes

the

hopes of the people for a good
harvest after a year's , hard work.

Traditionally, people laid out a

feast and good wine on this night.
When the full moon began to rise
in the clear sky, they placed moon
cakes, fruit, pomelos, taro roots,
river snails, and rice seedlings on
a tabl.e in front of their doors as

offerings. Then they lit san{.alwood incense and candles and
worshiped the moon. Then while
enjoying the moon they ate the
cakes, pomelos and taro. Because
full moon and offerings are all

the

round, symbolizing wholeness or
completeness, another name for

this occasicin is "Family Reunion
Festival." Today the superstition
is gone but the festive activities
continue.

National minorities observe this
with their own customs.
In the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in south China, people
get together for songfests. The
young people of Miao nationality
form choral groups and visit one

occasion

"Chang E Flles to the Moon," shell picture.
)
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Xinhila

another in different mountain villages, singing to the accompaniment of reed pipes. The Mulaos
call the festival "Youth Day" and
their youngsters sing on the hillsides or by the roadside.
For centuries many tales about
thq Mid-Autumn !'estival and the
moon have adde,d color and poetry
to the festival. Of these the fable
"Chang E Flies to the Moon" is
the best known. It was said that

when Hou Yi, the warrior, obtained some herbs from a celestial
being which ''would ensure immortality, his wife stole them and
swallowed them herself. She became as light as a swallow and
flew to the moon.
In "Wu Gang Chops Down the
Laurel Tree," a tale of the Tang

it was said
that a man by the name of Wu
Gang committed serious errors
while studying under a celestial
being. As punishment, he was
ordered to cut down the laurel
tree on the moon. But the tree
was over 1,600 meters high, and
every time Wu Gang raised his
axe, the cut he had just made in
the trunk quickly grew back.
Mao Zedong used this fairy tale
in his poem, "The Immortals,
Reply to Li Shuyi" which contains

dynasty (A.D. 618-907),

these ]ines:
"Wu Gang, asked

uhat he can

gLDe,

Serues them a l,aurel brew.

The lonelg n'Loon god.dess
spreads her ample sleeues
To dance for these logal' souls

in infinite space."
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uncle in Xiamen (Amoy) in Fujian
province. Here in one of the best

The

secondary schools in China at the
time, the boy came into contact
with western art through a teacher

Puintings

vivacious and impulsive character

who had studied in Paris. His

soon created problems for him. In
fact, when he was 15 he was ex-

pelled from school for fighting
with a rich- classmate, the son of
a landlord, who in one of those
moments of arrogance typical of
spoiled children had refused to
share his desk lamp with him. He
then went to work for two and a
half years in a porcelain factory
PRIMEROSE GIGLIESII
which employed child labor, an
experience that would mark him
deeply in his art and his relations
with the world.
t,
tl',rl
Then followed a wandering life
that took him to many places in
south China. During this pilgrimage he kept developing and
refining that splendid technique
that characterizes both his woodcuts and his paintings. It was in
these yeans that he came into
contact with the woodcut movement initiated by Lu Xun, the
greatest exponent of contemporary
Chinese literature, certainly one
of the greatest writers of our
century. Lu Xun had a decisive
role in the birth of the modern
A NNOUNCED with a splendid white and in color, which in ear- woodcut in China. It was he who
fl' qsplsslure by Hua Junwu of lier years earned him worldwide in 1929 introduced young progresthe artist in a cap, his pipe emit- recognition, were not included, sive artists to the art of western
ting a large, ruminating cloud of though the.se small masterpieces of woodcuts. They cost little, were
smoke, a one-man exhibition of real ability and imagination must easy to produce, were good for
Huang Yongyu's works opened be defined as complementary and mass distribution and had deep
last March 31 in Beijing's Na- interdependent with his painting. roots in China's art tradition. The
tional Art Gallery. Huang is Into his woodcuts, in fact, the woodcut became the main wealrcrl
undoubtedly one of the most rep- artist poured the sprightly agility in the struggle of the artists of the
resentative artists of contempo- of his criticism, the genius of some Left because it was an ideal tool
rary Chinese traditional painting. of his fantastic invention, and his for educating the millions of ilThe exhibition hosted 73 paint- incomparable ability to comment literate peasants in the principles
ings
the product of about ten on and describe both the big and and methods that would achieve
- 'of
their emancipation.
years
work and 14 large the small events of life.
Huang Yongyu was born in 1924
In Shanghai between 1946 and
drawings, plus -seven delicately
painted plates and a plaque in at Fenghuang, a small towh in an 1948 Huang Yongyu took part in
snow-white porcelain. Huang autonomous prefecture of the Miao this movement as a leader of one
Yongyu's woodcuts in black and nationality in western Hunan. His of the many woodcut associations
rnother was a primary school then springing up. These were
difficult years from both the poPRIMEROSE GIGLIESI stutlietl teacher who had studied art. His 'litical
Chinese languege, literature and art in father was the principal of an eleand economic standpoint.
the Oriental Institute in Rome. At mentary school. Both were of the Foreed by the white terror of the
pr€$ent she is translating Chinese
works into Italiari for the Foreign Tujia nationality. When he was Kuomintang regime to leave
Lauguages Press in BeiJlng.
twelve he went to live with an Shanghai, he took refuge, iike

Yongqa

R"
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many other artists, in Hongkong,
where until 1953 he was the art
editor d,f To Kung Pao, an important newspaper of the period.
His reaction at the rnoment of
China's liberation was poured into
a large woodcut in u,hich he described the entrance of the People's
Liberation Army into Guangzhou
(Canton), the enthusiastic welcome
of the crowds and the yangge
dances and drums in the streets
a work that took him a week -of
intense work to finish.
He returned to China in 1953 to
become a lecturer in the Academy
of Fine Arts in Beijing, Iater an
associate professor. His skill as a
woodcut artist and painter developed steadily, continually refining
itseif and growing richer with
nerv content.
The Return of Spring

painter of landscapes, flowers
6p6 birds, and human figures.
Huang Yongyu has had an autonomous and wide formation,
freely oriented in many directions.
His work is characterized by an

men do not appear awed

costumes and embroidery of the
Miao people. In fact, fascinated as

Sun after Snow in MA Home
Countigside, where the white,
slightly pink tone of the round
and undulating mountains gives
the landscape an unreal, dreamIike atmosphere. The same bold
combinations are used in The
Mountains and Lakes oJ the

A
-fL

irresistible creative force, an
ardent pathos and a splendor of
colors clearly inspired by the

a child by the Miao

ceremonies,

festivals, songs and dances, he had
begun trying to paint their gaietY
and beauty before he was ten.
In style, and occasionally in the
subjects he chooses, the influence
of western art is evident. Huang
Yongyu, however, studies western
art not to repeat its external motifs but to understand its underly-

ing pictorial significance. It is for
this reason that, though he has
absorbed and assimilated much

from the techniques and tastes of
the west, he remains a painter
deeply Chinese, an artist '"r,ho
seems to have matured the Iessons
of the great masters of the past.
In reality his is an art that is
new and modern. It is the produet

of several dozen years of efforts,
attempts and study by Chinese
artists to obtain a degree of synthesis with western culture. But

however new and modern his art
I

&

;r

is, it is above aII Chinese. The
extreme coherence of China's
culture through the long centuries
has, in fact, allowed her to assimi.late from other cultures what
was useful, rejeci the rest, and
from this process always emerge
enriched rather than contaminated. Consequently Huang Yongyu,
although adrniring the west, has
never become its slave. He speaks
his own language in works often
of extreme boldness and surprising beauty.
His lahdscapes, for example, reveal immediately his mastery of
composition and a matchless use
of color. They are mood landscapes, the synthesis of what the
artist has felt in the presence of
nature. Done rapidly with vigorous and heavy strokes, they
suggest the presence of unlimited
space, but in these works there is
nothing dramatic in the sense that

or

overwhelmed by nature but in
ciose communion with it.
The colors in Huang Yongyu's
landscapes, often a splendid combination of lilac and blue, seem
to accentuate the emotional value
of the painting- as in a horizontal
scroll in the exhibition entitled

Southeast Are the Most Beautiful,
depicting the multicolored lights
of a village reflected in the water.
Two trees in the foreground silhouetted against an immense violet
sky seem to offer their company to
a green moon, full and strangely
shapeless.

1N Cool Terraces Huang YongI yu has once again dealt with
the stupendous and ever-changing scenery of the Huangshan
Mountains. As the inscription
traced in beautiful characters says,

"Two or three hundred brushes

would not be enough to depict this
Iandscape." The massive peaks in
the foreground, emphasized by in

heavy outlines of black ink, rise
to cover more than two-thirds of

the composition, while in

the

background distant mountains in
a pale ochre touch an azure and
white sky. A few trees dominate
this immense scene, giving it the

feeling of solitude and

pure

harmony.

The atmosphere and colors are
different in Autumn Water, a
painting that inspires a mood of
reflective thought and reverie.
Here, an expanse of blue water is
marked by large areas of a
deeper hue. Grass and reeds wet
with a thousand splendid glints of
gold, yellows, browns and whites
bring life to that stillness in the
air that announces the approach
of winter. Two birds of a dazzling
white seem to have made a concession to the colors of aulumn"
with their ebony black heafls, tails
and slender legs. It is a comPosrCIIINA
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The Mountains and Lakes of the Souiheast Are the Most Beautiful

Autumn W'atet

tion of exceptional simplicity and
clarity, yet it reveals the rare
quality of observation of the
painter and his ability in drawing.
The Return of Spring is an
ode to nature expressed with

The characters'of the inscription
above, heavy with ink, also seem
to bend with the wind.

chro-

up again, though with very modern accents, another of the mo-

a superb and joyous

matism. Against a periwinkle-pink
sky with light inflections of blue,
a very alive stem rises above the
heavy grasses and flowers vivid
with reds and greens. On top
perches a perfect bird singing to
the return of warm beautiful days.
Once again the artist, fusing reality
and fantasy, has succeeded in communicating his innate and perhaps
unconscious optimism one of
the most precious characteristics
of his painting. Huang Yongyu's
plum blossoms and lotuses are the
most vigorous and poetic expression of this quality.
Yongyu derives his pas-

IJUANG
II
sion for. th-e lotus tlowel from

an intense and very tender light
reigns.

II'UANG Yongyu also proves to
ff N his paintings of the plum If- u" perfectli' at ease in treatblossom Huang Yongyu takes ing human figures. Among the

tifs favored by traditional Chinese
painters. These flowers, together
with the lotus, the bamboo and
the pinq are part of a sophisticat-

ed and extremely complicated

symbolism, Through their representation the artist establishes an
ideal bridge with the reality that
surrounds him and, often in terms
of very high poetry, he expresses
his feeling of being inside and a
part of the natural world. Spring
in the Meiling Mountains is one
of his most recent and suggestive
paintings. The background is of
a very light gray, more intense at
the center. The reds, lilacs and
ro.se tones of the flowerx stand

the great masters of the past and
it is not surprising that among out on the very dark branches.
these flowers one finds one of his The petals are not imprisonbd by
the outlining contour3 of the
masterpieces, The Red Lotus, a 'brush
but are drops of pure color
huge painting done in the night of
which
become lighter as the eye
January 9, 1976, after the death
of Zhou Enlai. From a straight travels dorvn the painting where
and perfect stem a scarlet flower
with delicate tones of pink and The nrtist

most compelling examples is ?he
Riddles. It is a painting executed
this year and dedicated to Qu
Yuan (Chu Yuan 340-278 B.C.)
one of the greatest
and most
-tragic
characters of Chinese history
to his most remarkable
- and
poem,
which, in fact, gives its
name to the painting. The technique is splendid. The brush rapidly traces the outline, and the
bright red of the robe gives prominence to the hair which falls
black and alive over the shoulders
of the unhappy poet. The hands
stretch upwards as if trying to
snatch the secrets of the universe.
A tormented man of genius with-

out prejudice, Qu Yuan asks,

"Who built the sky? Where does
What supports it? Why

it end?

the division into twelve Zodiac
Signs? How are the sun, moon

and stars held in place so that
they do not fall? How many miles
does the sun travel on one day?

orange opens magically among the
deep blacks of large, velvety leaves,
The use of gold for the veins
of the petals, a practice dear to

the painters of the past, adds a
light of incomparable splendor tr;
the painting.
Huang's white lotuses, suffused
with the color of the moon, are
also superb. An example is White
Lotus and. Birds (see inside back
cover) where broad washes of ink
form a violent contrast to the

purity of the light, gauze-transparent flowers. At the bottom,
two identical little birds with their
tiny brown heads add concrete
grace to the composition. Lotus
in the Wind is a painting of different feeling. Three lotr.rses
crown their long stems with the
Iightness of a dance. The petals,
blown by the wind, are iike
tongues of smoke on pearl
colors, while at the center the
pistils boait equally muted
AUGUST
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What makes the inoon wax and
wane? Where does the sun hide
before dawn?"* This intricate
and fascinating poem, traced' in
very Iong lines of small characters
on the painting by the artist's
friend Huang Miaozi, the wellknown calligrapher, contributes to
the pathos that inJuses the entire
work.
Other human figures in the exhibition reveal the same coherence
of style. With great eoonomY of
strokes, now heavy, now light, the
brush creates tragic, jollY or
humorously odd creatures. Read'
ing the Li, Sao is another work
treating the subject of Qu Yuan.
Remembering scenes from his
childhood, Huang. YongYu comments on the passionate diffurences of opinion in his village over
the tragedy of Qu Yuan's exile
and the pain and despair that
drove him to take his life for
having been unjustly accused bY
his sovereign differences' that

to emotional
lead the villagers
reactions of great agitation and

violence. The portrait is of a man
with thick eyebrows and two
straight' muitaches seated orl the
ground, his hair done up and held
by a Iong green pin. Next to him
a red chair stands, out in the composition against the prevalence of
dull gray and yellow. In' overwhelming despair for the Poet,
the mari h4s put the Li Soo down.
At the bottom on the left is a
small seal: an owl with one eye
closed
- and this needs an explanation.
It was thanks to dn owl that
Huang Yongyu won a high ptace
in an exhibition of !'bldck Paint:
ers" thought up by Jiang Qing
(Chiang Ching) and held in the
National Art Gallery in Beijing in
19?4. He.had paihted this bird for
a friend. ilt. had one eye shut.
Someone said that this eye was
closed to. socialism .and the cul.
tural revolution, The superficiality and crudeness of such a
prete6t for condemning one of
the rhost prominent painters of
Sao anil Other Poems o! Chu Yuan,
Foreign tanguages Press, Peking, 1953;
p. xix.

'Li
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China, together with many others,
needs no comment The famous
"prize" owl has been lost, but the
artist has painted many others
since, with the same mastery, the
same imaginative fantasy, the
same flooding humoi.
This is Why, prominently displayed in the'first great hall of
the exhibition, is The Oul. The
painting presents a big, fat bird
in white and brown tones on a
dark branch spotted with mossgreeh. Of course it has a closed
eye. The other one, of a fine saffron yellow, is round and open
like a daisy. '!It's a Good Bird"

say three large characters. Lower

down, the inscription

concludes

the painting with its own sarcasm:

"It's a joke that even this bird
has seen through many people

over the last few years. It is said
that the owl is a very beneficial
bird. The gang of four regarded
it as evil -: but even children
know better."

rFHIS straightforwardness and
I honesty of temperament are
one with Huang Yongyu's art
an art that expresses itself -in

works of great spontaneitY without the siightest shade of artificiality. His artist's credo is, in
fact, contained on one of the
porcelains in the exhibition. On a
Iarge dish fired by the Yentai
kilns in Shantung, province he has
painted a figure next to a grove
of plum trees. It is the progres-

bought three, hundred pots of
plums, all deformed, not a single
whole'one among them. For three
days I wept over them, then
vowed to cure them. I loosened
and straightened the branches,
smashed the pots, untied the coir
ropes around them and planted
them in ths ground, determined to
nurse them back to health within
five years. Not being an artist
or one of the literati, I will gladly
put up with abuse for setting up
this infirmary for deformed plum
trees. My one regret rs that I
have not more leisure, more land
lying idle, to accommodate'all the
stunted plums of Nanjing, Hangzhou and Suzhou and devote my
whole life to curing them!"

Adding his bwn

comment,

Huang Yongyu's inscription says:
"More than thirty years ago when
I was still young I did a painting
based on Gong Zizhen's essay.
Now I paint another. Gongts as-.

pirations were high and

his

understanding of art deep. He
couLd touch a stone and turn it
into gold (meaning he could turn
a crude essay into a literary gem
P.G.). Though I do not belong
-to the same
generation, I consider
him my teacher and friend."
Like the poet, Huang Yongyu
has chosen a road without compromises. The greatness of his
art lies essentially in this.

sive poet Gong Zizhep (Kung Tzuchen

1792-184L)

who came from

Hangzhou
and lived

in a period of
decadence and corruption. He
cried his protest against the exist-

ing order in a beautiful

essay

called MU Plum Blossorn lnfirq,ciry, w}l.ic]n is reproduced on the
pfoicelain. The plum trees have
become for the poet the symbol
of all that is beautiful and just,
and the practice of forcing them
into little pots and stunting their
growth to satisfy certain eccentric
tastes and make great profits has
become the symbol of what is
corrupt, ugly and hateful in
society.

l
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CORRECTIONS
The coption to the Picture ot
bottom left on poge 6 in the
July 1979 issue of China
Reconstructs should reod: "A
worm welcome in Shonghoi."

I
'

The two centrol coPtions ot
the bottom of poges 66 ond
67 should be tronsposed,

The essay ends with a touching
and highly passionate note: "f
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

An Indian lloctor

IUe

ttiil ilways Remember
ZHI EXIANG
Dr. Dwarkanath S. Kotnis

The Indian medicai team with Chairman Mao in Yanan in

1939.

nR. Dwarkanath Kotnis came
Ll
the way to China to help

in "tt
our War of Resistance against
Japan. For five years, he cared
for the Wounded in Yanan and

us

north China. Exhausted from overwork, he fell ill and died. Our
army has lost an able helper and
our nation a friend. We will never
forget his internationalist spirit."
This was Mao Zedong's tribute
to Dr. Kotnis when he passed away
on December 9, 1942 in a north
China guerrilla base.
In 1976 on the 34th anniversary
of his death a hall in his memory
was built at the Bethune International Peace Hospital of the People's Liberation Army at Shijiazhuang, capital of Hebei province.
A picture of Dr. Kotnis hanging
at the entrance to the hall shows
a handsome young man with Indian features. Photos, illustra-

tions, letters, and his

g

6.
F!.

personal

effects are displayed.

From India

Dr. Kotnis was born in 1910 in
an India still under British rule.
In his student days, he was active
in the struggle against British imperialism. His autobiography in

the exhibit reveals that as early as
the 30s he was sympathetic to na-

ZHI EXIANQ is a staff reporter for

China Reconstructs.
AUGUST
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bulwark of the fight against the
invaders.

In

October the Indian medical

team arrived in Wuhan where
they were met by Zhou Enlai and
Ye Jianying, then working in the
Eighth Route Army Liaison Office.
Zhou and Ye analyzed the war
situation for them and explained
the strategy and tactics of the
Communist Party. Deeply impressed, the team decided to go to
northern Shaanxi province where
Operating on a wounded man.

Dr, I{otnis speaking to a rallY of
civilians and soldiers in a village.

tional liberation movements in
other countries.
In 1938 China was suffering the
ravages of Japanese aggression.
That year, Kotnis graduated frbm
medical school and was preparing
to take the entrance exams of Britain's Royal Medical Society when
'he learned that an Indian medical
team was being sent to China. He
abandoned his plans and applied
to join it. In a letter to his father
he wrote, "It might mean risking
my life and losing a chance to get
ahead in my prof ession, but I
don't see this as a loss nor do I feel
any hesitation."
Thus, on September 1, as a
member of a medical team which
included Drs. Madanlal Atal,

M.R. Cholkar, B.K. Basu and
D. Mukerzee, he boarded a shiP
for China.
Arrival in China
These were extremely difficult
days for the Chinese people. The
Japanese had occupied northeast
China, north China, wide areas
along the coast, and were now
advancing unchecked on the stratggic cities of Changsha, Wuhan
and Guangzhou (Cantot'r). The Passiveness of the government toward

resistance meant that on the front

the Kuomintang troops were retreating without a shot. The Chinese Communist Party and the
Eighth Route Army became the
46

the Communist Party had set uP
base areas from which to fight
Japan.

As they were about to leave
Dr. Kotnis received a letter that
his father had died. Controlling
his sorrow he pledged: "I won't
rest until I reach Yanan."
In February 1939 the team
arrived in Yanan to a warm welcome by the civilians and trooPs.
To show their respect for the Chi-

nese people, each Indian doctor
took ltua (meaning China) as the
third character when theY chose
Chinese names f or themselves.
Dr. Kotnis' name became Ke
Dihua.

In Yanan they witnessed the
fraternity among the peoPle and
their determination to win. Confident and optimistic Dr. Kotnis

Coming back from an emergencr- call'

wrote home: "Everyone here live.s
in the utmost simPlicitY without
any distinction as to high or low'
A soidier gets Paid one or two
rupees while the commander of
100,000 troops draws onlY five. The
people love music and everYone
hums a tune while working. At
night the students and soldiers
give performances of music, oPera
or dance. We're invited to these
and are often pressed to sing Indian songs. On such occasions I
sing 'Kashi ya Tyaju Padala' out of
tune and receive thundering aPplause which even Ba1-Sandharva
might envy!" In Yanan and the
other liberated areas, he saw the
future and hoPe of China.

At the Front
In the winter of 1939 the JaPanese mustered a huge forie to
attack the liberated areas. Chairman Mao called on the trooPs and
people to go to the front Iines and
into the occupied areas to attack
the enemy. Many cadres from
Yanan left to start guerrilla warfare behind enemy lines. Drs. AtaI,
Basu and Kotnis were also eager
to go. Chairmhn Mao came to see

them off and told them to

see

CHINA BI]CONSTBUCTS

Ye Jianying (thlrd right), now Cheirman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, at
a Eiathering with Dr. Kotnis' relatives in India in 1958.

Commander-in-Chief Zhu De at a
base area in southeast Shanxi, and
later, to join Norman Bethune, a

Canadian doctor, in the border
area of Shanxi, Chahar and Hebei
provinces.

In

November they met Zhu De

and learned about the guerilla
warfare being waged by the Eighth

Route Army. Kotnis and Basu
fought in some battles in order to
study conditions at the front. Then

Kotnis set up a field

medical

station and began to work. Once
a shell tore away a corner of the
station wall. His Chinese colleagues
suggested they move farther from
the front lines. "It might be safer,"
he answered, "but what about the
wounded soldiers? They'll be in
much greater pain." He went on
working under gunfire. During a
battle that lasted a day and a
night he worked for more than 40
hours without a break, he and his
assistants doing 80 dressings and
operations.

In May 1940, escorted by a unit
of troops sent by Zhu De, Kotnis
and Basu reached the ShanxiChahar-Hebei border area where

the fighting was intense.

Each

doctor led a medical team, one to
the southern, the other to northern
front. They competed with each
other in providing better medical
care and used the slogan: "Prompt

treatment, don't miss a single
casualty at the front, use less sup
AUGUST
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The Memorial HalI ol Dr. Kotnis in Shijiazhuang.

plies." In thirteen days

Kotnis'

team treated 800 wounded soldiers,
doing 558 operations.

Dr. Kotnis traveled 5,000 kilometers with the troops in southeast

Shanxi, southern Hebei, central
Hebei and other resistance base
areas. Many times they were
forced to break through Japanese
Iines. Toughened by the struggle
and impressed with all that he saw,
Dr. Kotnis formally joined the

Eighth Route Army that year.
Fight As Bethune Did

In August 1940 Kotnis and Basu
arrived at the village of Gegong

in

Tangxian county, Hebei prov-

ince, where they joined the staff of
a field hospital attached to the

medical school of the ShanxiChahar-Hebei border. area command. Dr. Bethune had worked
here and in 1941 it was renamed
the Norman Bethune International
Peace Hospital, Dr. Kotnis had
heard much about the Canadian
doctor's dedication to the cause and
deeply admired him. Bethune had
died in 1939 of blood poisoning
contracted while operating on a
wounded soldier. Kotnis laid a
wreath at the unveiling of Bethune's tomb.
Kotnis was appointed director of
the hospital. Like Bethune, he not
only treated patients, but trained
medical personnel, prepared lec-

Xinhua

tures and did administrative and
political'work.
The enemy's frequent mop-ups
forced the staff to move constantly.
They fought as they trudged along
mountain trail.s, taking the wounded with them. Dr. Kotnis directed
the withdrawals but was usually
seen walking beside the stretchers
administering to the wounded.
Even on bitterly cold nights he
would get up instantly to attend
emergency cases. He gave his extra
clothes and straw hat to his patients. The soLdiers called him "O1d

Ke"

- ", doctor close to

our

hearts."
Dr. Kotni.s worked hard and his

skill improved rapidly. In

1941

alone, 450 surgeries were performed under his guidance, an average

of three per day (excluding those
days during mopup campaigns).
He did common operations like removing shell fragments and compLicated ones such as gastroenterostomies and the removal of intestinal obstructions.
Once a soldier with a severe
stomach wound arrived at the hospital. Kotnis agonized over the
torture the man was suffering.
"Can I save him?" he wondered.
He had never done a gastroenterostomy, and inadequate nursing

skills and poor equi.pment

made

him hesitate. But he decided to go
ahead. At night under the dim
47

Iight of a kerosefle lamP he Pored
over an operation plan, revising it
again. and again. The director of
the medical training school assisted. They operated for eight hours.
The operation, the first of its kind
in the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei base

veteran soldiers talked about the
Chinese Communist Party's historY

and the traditions of the Red
Army. In July 1942 he applied to
join the Party and was accepted!

His epilepsy attacks began to glt
worse.' When he was told to take
a rest in the redr he wouldn't hear
area, Was successful.
One day Dr. Kotnis . Passed of it, "I won't leave my post for
through a village which had been a minute," he said. "The anti'
destroyed by the Japanese. Here in Japanese war under the leadershiP
a wrecked house he found a of Chairman Mao and the Chinese
woman, white-faced and lYing in Communist Party is a great cause.
pain, waiting for a.birth. Her hus- I have fallen in Iove with Your
band was at the front. The village cause and I will live or die together
had been occupied bY the enemy with you."
On December '8, 1942, after a
and,' unable to escaPe, she had
hidden herself . The delivering hectic day of work and teaching,
was difficult and she had been Kotnis had a severe seizure. Comlying in bed for three days, weak plications set in and his condition
from loss of blood. Dr. Kotnis ran abruptly worsened. In spite of
several kilometers to the next vil- everything his comrades did, he
Iage where he found some guer- died the next morning at 6 o'clock
rillas to carry the woman on a in Gegong village. He was just 32.
Eight thousand ciVilians and
stretcher to a temporary medical
in the border base area
soldiers
oPerated
he
station. That night
attended his funeral in the village
and .delivered the baby safelY.
Kotnis looked on himself as an where he died. They wept for the
ordinary soldier of the Eighth young man who had given his life
Route Army. He refused Privi- to the cause of the Chinese PeoPIe
leges. He gave his horse to the sick and sang this requiem:
or injured, or loaded it with equiP '
You came Jrotn tlte warmth of
ment. He insisted on living in
lndia
small rooms, turning over larger
To
fi.ght in tlt'e cold of notth
He
the
ate
wounded.
ones to the
China.
same millet and black.beans as the
You haue Jought fiue ouiumns
men. Because he was an epileptic,
and, uinters
given
food
s'uch
he was sometimes
For
the uorld of tonl,orrou),
as milk powder, eanned food and
But
at the end of a long night
fruit captured from the enemY, but
The
fountain of your liJe ran
to
the
them
all
over
he turned
dra.
wounded. "I'm a soldier in the
Ah, con'Lrade, Aou uill Liue
revolution," he would say, "I'm
foretser in our hearts.
good
time."
for
a
not here
On behalf of the PartY Central
An Eternal Memory
Committee Zhou Enlai sent his conIn spite of constant fighting, dolences to his family: "Dr. Kotnis
Dr. Kotnis was an avid, inquiring was a symbol of friendship bestudent. In Yanan he read Engiish tween the Chinese and the Indian
His name will live
translations of Marx and Lenin, peoples.
and began to learn Chinese. He among the two great PeoPles."
People did not forget him after
mastered 2,000 characters and in
nine months could handle ordinarY his death. A movement to learn
conversations. He said, "I need from Dr. Kotnis spread among th:e
Chinese to understand China better army, civilians and medical workso I can do more for her people." ers of the liberated areas. Dr. KotHe would read articles by Chair- nis was buried at the Martyrs'
man Mao, using a dictionary. As Park in Juncheng, Tangxian
he improved he wouid read long county, Hebei province. In 1953
essays such as On Protracted War his tomb was moved to the Marand make notes in Chinese. He tyrs' Cemetary at Shijiazhuang,
allvays listened carefully when the provincial capital.
,
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XIMbN LUSIIA

A NEW DRUG for
A Prlo*r, as"qinghaosu,

malaria,
has been

made in China from the extract of
sweet wormwood (Artemisia annua
L.). Tests and clinical use over the'
past seven years have shown that
it is effective in killing the

sporozdan parasites that cause
malaria and produces little or no
side effects. This breakthrough in
malaria research .is one of the
results of China's integration of

medical and

pharmacological

heritage with western medicine.

After WorLd War II chloroquine

was regarded as the best medicine
against malaria. However, in 1961
it was reported from Colombia that

the parasites for malignant ma-

laria (Plasmodium falclparum) had
developed resistance to this drug.
The phenomenon spread to other '

malarial areas. Thus a

new

medicine became an urgent need.
China began the search for such
a drug in 1967. Many pharmaceutical research institutes started to
explore the use of Chinese me-

dicinal herbs.
'Sample 191'
Res'earchers at the Pharmaceutical Institute of the AcademY of
Traditional Chinese Medicine talked with experienced practitioners
of traditional Chinese medicine,

XIMEN LUSHA is a staff
fot Chirn ReconstTucts.

rePorter

CEINA RECONSTBUCTS

of these contain a hitrogenous
obtained with monkeys. Sub heterocyclic compound riyhich some
sequent clinical use with humirns specialists believed was the essenin cases of malignant and tertian tial feature of all antimalarial

,disappeared. Similar results were

malaria also had good results. Hope
was.aroused.that they might have
found a new medicine for malaria.

In 1972 the researchers further
isolated the effective monomer
against malaria a pure white
- named qin.gcrystal which they

agents. The discovery of qinghaosu
which does not 'possess this compound, therefo4e, opened a new
approach in the study of antimalarial drugs

Clinical Results

hoosu (bweet worrnwood essence).

Since 1972 qinghaosu and prep
In 1973 the same extract was
obtained by the Shandong arations with sweet wormwood
Provincial Institute of Traditional extract have been used in 10
Chinese Medicine and the provinces, municipalities and autonomous

Determining the chemical

structure

ol

collected

folk

qinghoosu.

remedies

from

the

people and carelully studied all
antimalarial prescriptions mentioned in the ancient medical literature.
A year's testing of more than 200
prescriptions brought no results.
But the herbs Dichroa lebrifuga
Lour. ar.d, sweet wormwood were
often mentioned in prescriptions.
The former was somewhat efficacious but foo toxic. It often in-

duced violent vomiting.

Sweet

wormwood, an annual herbaceous
plant found everywhere in north

and south.China, produced

even
Iess results and studies on it were
abandoned.
One day, however, a passage in
a medical work written by Ge Hong

of the

Eastern

Jin dynasty

(A.D.

3L7-420) aroused the attention of a
pharmaceutical institute researcher.
It read: "Take a handful of sweet

wormwood, soak

it in a

shen,g

(about a liter)'of water, squeeze out

the juice and drink it all." She
began to wonder if soaking the
sweet wormwood had been done to

avoid the high temperature of
boiling or brewing, which might
have destroyed the antimalarial

properties

. The

it

contained.

researcher and her colleagues set out to extract it with
ether instead of boiling water or
alcohol and to make new chemical
analyses.. In.October 1971, a year
or so later, their sample 191 was
used on mice infected with malaria
(Plasmodium berghei). The results
were good. The rnalaria parasites
AUGUST T9'9

regions, In 6,000 cases,-

Yunnan Provincial Pharmaceutical
Institute,
In 1975 a joint research group on
sweet wormwood was formed

by the Academy of

Traditional

Chinese Medicine and the Chinese

Academy of Seiences. Working in
nine provinces and municipalities,

it systematically studied the sources
of the herb and the clinical results,
pharmacodynamics, chemical structure, preparation and producfion of
the extract. The PharmaceuticAl

Institute of the Academy of
Traditi.onal Chinese Medicine, the
Shanghai Organic Chemistry
Institute dnd the Beijing Biophysics

Institute of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences found that the chemical
structure of. qinghaosu was entirely
different from the antimalarial
medicines based on quinine. Most
Sweet wormwood (Artemisia An-

fiua L.), the base lot qinghaosu.

Researchers al the Pharmaceutical
Institute of the Acarlemy of Traditional

Chinese Medicine consulting ancient
medical texts on how malaria was

treated.

qingh,aosu has proved effective on

all types of malaria, with quicker
results and lower . toxicity than

chloroquine and other drugs. In 200
cases in the. hospitals of the
Kunming Medical Colege no si'cle
effects whatever have been noted,
including effects on the heart, liver
and kidneys.
Qinghaosu was first used on
malignant and cerebral malaria at
the Guangzhou College of Traditional Chinese Medicine and the
Yunnan Pharmaceutical Institute,
where it was especially effective in
dangerous cases of cerebral malaria
and in malignant malaria which
resists chloroquine.
Today qinghaosu is given orally
or injected intramuscularly. It is
effective with all types of malaria.
However, relapses sometimes occur
within a short period after treatment. Researchers are working on
this problem.
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of the fifth lunar month), Miao

girls dress up in their holiday best
and go to the village square to sing
and dance and flirt with the boYs.
figures, Pavilions,
The designs
- insects,
birds,
dragons,' fish,
flowers and geometric Patterns
reflect a love of nature. Som'e are
handed down from ancient times.
The changes in life stYle of the
Miao people since the liberation

are reflected in new designs.
Traditionally they embroidered
white patterns against a black
background, with small dots of
pink, pale yellow and light green

scattered here and there. TodaY,
they have brolien awaY from these
subdued colors and use bright red

and rose on black, with Yellow,

green and orange dots.
A Miao woman creates her own
designs. For example, an old belief

was that flying dragons could
beckon wind and rain for bumPer
crop6. Wings were added to the
design of the dragon to make it
appear to be flying.

lIiao womcn in festival costunre.

Romantic exaggeration is common. A bird's tail might be
stitched to suggest a bouquet of
flowers and its wings made verY
Iarge. Sometimes tinY flowers,

fruits are added to the
body of a butterflY or fish.

Ieaves and

:
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The lines are usuallY symmetrical, linked together with

fi

wh<-rrl designs.

The use of color is i.nfluence'd bY
Pre-

their surroundings, local

LI

MTANLU

A POPUI-AR l<,ik song among
fa. the peopie o[ the Miao nationality in south China's Guizhou
provrnc(-r goes:
Ottce:

thete urcs cr Luise AoLLng

mdn

Who 'caught a peacock in the
mountains

And sent it to a ntaid,en as a
symbol of his loue.
The pretty maiden piled her
hair high Like a peacock's
'-*- qrest,
Wore her sleeues uide like
peacdck's uings,
50

a

And donned a long skirt like
peacock's tail.

a

Miao lvomen are talented embroiderers who decorate their
blouses, skirts, shoulder bags,
shoes and hats with colorful
stitched patterns.

A Miao girl Iearns embroidery
from her mother at an early age.
Most of the craft is done on a
background of homespun cotton
dyed deep blue. A festival dress
can take as long as several years
to complete. On the March-theThird festival in the lunar calendar
and Dragon Boat festival (28th day

ferenees, and available dYes' In
southern Guizhou soft green and
blue predominate while those in
the center of the Province are
bright primary colors with gold or
silver lirrings.
Miao women use flat. Plait and

crepe stitching. The first

is

smooth and delicate while the lat-

ter two, ln relief, look bold and
strong. Apptiqu6 combined with

plait stitches looks like a blending
of painting and engraving.
Like the other handicrafts of
the minority peoPles, embroidery
is receiving the attention of the
government, sPecialists, and arts
and crafts schools. Fine samPles
are collected, put on disPIaY, and
published in catalogues. Some
designs have been a'daPted f or
decoration of articles for daily use.
CHINA BECONSTRUCTS

Designs

for

sleeves.

design for

a

Apron design.

Lrlouse.

The stamps measure 31X52 mm. Perf.
11.5. Color photogravured. Serial numbers: J. 38 (2-r) b

(2-2).

the Dfag Fourth

rftO commemorate the 60th anniverI sa.y of the May fourth Movement
of 1919, the Chinese Ministry of Posts

and Telecommunications issued a set of
the

Monument to the PeoPIe's Heroes in
Tian An Men Square portraying the Beijing students' struggle against imperial-

ism and feudalism for freedom and
democracy during the May Fourth

stamps issued on March 29, 1979.
Stamp 1, '8 fen, a lady with a snake-

like kui on the left and phoenix above.

Bister, black and brown-red.
Stamp 2, 60 ten, a man subduing a
dragon. Brown, brown-red and black.

The kui, phoenix and dragon

Both stamps measure 40 X 54 mm. Perf.
I1. Color photogravured. Serial numbers:
T. 33 (2-1 to 2-2).

Gold,en Pheasunt

Stamp 2. A girl studying some oI

the results of science used in industry,
agriculture, scientific research and national defense. It rellects the spirit of
Chinese youth today in contributing to
the nation's modernization.
Both stamps are of 8 len denomination and measure 40 X 30 mm. PerI. lL.

Color photogravured. Serial number:
2'2).

I?IaA IDaA

Cotntnetnotatiue
rChinese

Ministry ol
May l, the
/\N
lL Posts- and Telecommunications issued a aommemorative stamp on the
90th anniversary of International Labor

A SET OF three special stamps featurla ing the golden pheasant of China

was issued on January 25, 1979 by the
Chinese Ministry of Post and Telecommunications.

Stamp 1, 4 fen, a pair of golden

pheasants. Scarlet, lemon, deep bluish
green, brown, gray-green and gray-blue,
Stamp 2, I len, a flying golden
pheasant. Sage-green, venetian red,
scarlet, blue, dull green and lemon.
Stamp 3, 45 fen, a golden pheasant
Iooking for food. Yellow, brown, scarlet,

yellow-green, duII green and violet.
AII stamps measure 3f X 52 mm. Perf.
11.5. Color photogravured. Serial numbers: T. 35 (3-1 to 3-3).

New Seenes in the
Water Coruntry

Day,

The stamp shows the arabic numerals

for May I formed by a sickle

and

hammer against a background of a line
of the musical score ot tt:,e Internationale and flags flying in the wind.
The stamp is of I len denomination.
It measures 40X30 mm. Perl. 11. Color

photogravured. Serial number: J.

35

(r-1 ).

fssues

for Yeur

of the Chi,ld

rTtO commemorate the International
I Year of the Child, the Chinese
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunicaitions on May 25 issued a set of two
stamps.

- Stamp l, I fen, a group of children
holding up the emblem of the International Year of the Child.
Stamp 2, 60 len, children ot different
countries standing among flowers to

symbolize children growing up happily
today.

AUGUST
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are

mythical animals in Chinese legends.

Movement.

J. 37 (2-l to

unearthed in Changsha, Hunan

province, are shewn on two special

Dlooernent

two stamps on May 4.
Stamp 1. A reiief sculpture on

A NCIENT Chinese paintings on silk
fI from a tomb oI the State of Chu
during the Warring States period (475221 B.C,)

/\N November 30. 1978 the Chinese
lJ Mirri.r.y of Posts and Telecom-

munications issued a set of five sPecial
stamps to show how the modernization

agriculture is progressing in the
water country in south China.
The five stamps together depict one

of

landscape scene, stamp No. 1 bearing the

inscription: "Special. Beputy

in

the

Water Country." Portrayed are rice
transplanting with machines, watersprinkler irrigation, seed selection, the

delivery

of grain and the

all-round

development of agriculture (farming,
forestry, stock raising, sideline production dnd fishery). Blue-green, red, buff,

gray, black, yellow,
yellow-green, sage-green and rose.
AII five stamps are of 8 len denomination. ,Each measures 3l X 52 mm. Perl.
11.5, Serial Number: T, 34 (5-1 to 5-5).
Color photogravured. Design by Cheng
Chuanli.
orange-brown,

27)

increase at once of 48,000 yuan, or

Aneient Paintings
Corntnernoratiaes of

(Continued from p.

about 23 yuan for each person. At
the same time, initial reductions in

the price of industrial products
such as farm machines and fer-

tilizers have been 10 to 15 percent.
Furthermore, the small agriculturai tax will remain at five percent, a low rate established some
years ago and state purchase quotas

will not increase for the next five
years. Most of the benefit frorn
this goes to the peasants and will
be reflected in greater agricultural
development.

How Five Cassias Village will
develop has been discussed by the
brigade members. They plan to
raise grain output by 12 percent
next year and 37 percent by 1985.

They will continue to try

to

develop industrial and sideline enterprises in a steady, balanced and
all-round way.
The population problem has also
been attacked. The village's birth
rate used to be high. It has now

declined sharply as the result of
education in family planning and

birth control. Last year in

the

village 12 old people died and 14
babies were born. This made the
population growth 0.4 percent, a
figure even advanced programs in
the cities might envy. If this rate
of growth is maintained, the increase of grain will greatly outpace
the population by 1985.
Among the other measures taken

to ease the population-land problem, the brigade is not neglecting
general education, stressing the
raising of everyone's scientific and
cultural level. In addition to the
commune-run primary schools, the
brigade started a night school last
year with an enrollment of 152
peasants. It teaches two subjects: literacy and agricultural
machinery.
Five Cassias Village

is learning
that hard work, a scientific approach and a program of planned,
all-round development can solve
the question of many people and
Iimited land.
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ACROSS THE LAND

The Chikan Halls in the south.
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l'he Sun-and-[Ioon Luke (Riyue Tan) in tentral Taiwan

province.
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'Reu nification

ls Every Mon's
Responsibility'
Says Noted Taiwan [igu re Chen Yi-su ng

Chen Yi-sung talk-

ing to China

Re'

conslructs reporters.

Chen Yi-sung, a capitalist Jrom Taiutan prouince, returned to the mainland sir Aears ago after l.iuing
and working in Taiuan most oJ his liJe. He held posts in the National, Political Council and, the Eraminations Yuan under the Kuomintang regime.
ln 1973, uhen he toas nearing 70, he undertook a long, round,about journey in ord,er to return to the
mainlqnd. Nou liuing in Bei.jing usith his roiJe Lin Ling-yu, lie uas electeil member of the Stand.ing Committee oJ the Fourth National People's Congress in 1975, and last Aear .w*as again elected, to that post in
the Filth Congress.
China Reconstructs reporters pisited Mr. and Mrs. Chen in Beijing where they are nou staging. Chen,
a uigorous and alert 72, talked erpressiuelg and uolublg usi.th'a heaug local accent on a d,ipersitg of subjects-his Jamily historg, personal, ezperience, Taiuan's deaelopment and the euentual, reuni,Jication of
China. Mrs. Chen ioined the conuersation in fluent putonghua (standard Chinese).
Thg follotoing is Mr. Chen's account (from notes)'.

WAS born in 190? in a village father crossed the sea to Taiwan much discriminated against by the
T
r in Taiwan'S Yilan county. in 1842 to try and make a living. Qing (Ching) government, which
Bordering the Pacific Ocean on the He was only 16 when his small tried to hold them in subjection
east and surrounded on three sides wooden boat arrived at the port of by limiting their salt supply.
by mountains, Yilan county is Danshui in northern Taiwan. Against government edicts, my
famous in Taiwan for its broad, Having no idea where to go after grandfather smuggled salt into the
fertile fields, Iovely scenery and he went ashore, he put the matter mountains and exchanged it for
year-round fragrance of flowers. into the hands of Eate: He stood such valuable substances as lurong
But when my grandfather came a carrying pole on end and let it arrd Lubian, parts of the deer used
there, the area south of Zhuoshui fall. Whichever direction it fell in Chinese traditional medicines.
Creek in Yilan was barren and un- in would be the lucky one, he Thus my grandfather made money
inhabited. First let me tell you how hoped. It pointed southeast. So and prospered.
my grandfather went in that
my family settled in this place.
Later he went back to Zhangpu

My Grandfather Settlbs in Taiwan

My forefathers were natives of
Zhangpu county in Fujian prov-

ince's Zhangzhou prefecture.
Zhangpu was a poverty-stricken

county to start with and the famine
in Fujian which came on the heels

of the Opium War in 1840 made
life even more difficult for the
population. Mine was a poor
family and when we could no
longer make ends meet, my grand56

direction, walking for several days
until he came to Yilan. There he
broke some land and planted crops.
Two years Later when he had saved
some money he went back to

Zhangpu on the mainland to get
his old and paralyzed mother (my
great-grandmother). When she
died she was buried in Yilan and
my family went there every year
to sweep her grave.
The mountains around Yilan
were inhabited by people of the
Gaoshan nationality. They were

and recruited a group of povertystiicken peasants to corne and open
up Iand in the area. He staked
each to a year's provisions, an ox
and a plow
Three years later he began to
collect rents at the Iow rate of
100 kilograms of grain per hectare
per year. By then my grandfather
owned 33,000 hectares of land and
was the biggest landowner in
Yilan, He started somb sugar refineries and other simple factories
along the upper reaches of ZhuoCIIINA

BECONSTNUCTS

shui Creek More people came

from Zhangpu until they number-

ed in the thousands. Today,
among the settlers in Yilan with
f amily roots in Fujian province
more than half are from ZhangPu
county.

In

those days the Qing government tried to subdue the Gaoshans
by both armed force and aPpeasement. One Year the militarY
governor of Taiwan, Liu Mingchuan (then the highest aulhoritY
in the province), sent an armY to

Yilan to suppresS the Gaoshans.
My grandf ather, being f amiliar
with the lay of the land, was
chosen

and all

chuan did not dare execute my
grandfather. Instead, he gave him
an official position and sent him
back to Yilan to deal with the
situation there. Only then did
things calm down in Yilan. The
Gaoshans and the settlers from the
mainland lived in greater harmony

five years, and finally we got a bit
of land. My mother had always
rvanted to give me a lawyer's education, telling me that one day I
should defend the weak against injustice. I listened to her, and from

thereafter.

both Chinese and Japanese.
In the summer of 1920 when I
was 13, I graduated from primary
school and was due to go to a
middle school in Taibei. But we
had no relatives there and Mother
was uneasy about it. Just then
the teacher in charge of my class,
a Japanese, was about to return to
Japan. On my mother's request he
took me along. I went to school
in Okayama, the center of Japanese
Confucianism and a city famed for
its educational institutions. In
Okayama High School No..6 I was
a schoolmate of Guo Moruo,
though not in the same grade.
During my first few years in
Japan I was keenly aware of being
discriminated against. One incident
remains deeply impressed in my
mind. Marbles was a game popular
with boys, and one day I asked a
Japanese schoolmate to play with
me. To my surprise he swore at
me and said, "Who wants to play
with you, you chigankoro! (an insulting epithet meaning 'Qing
slave')" After that I kept to myself
and made no friends during my
four years in middle school. Later,

The Qing government ceded
Taiwan to Japan after being defeated in the Sino-Japanese War of
1894-1895. The people of Taiwan
rose in arms against the Japanese.
The Hans and Gaoshans in Yilan
carried on guerrilla warfare in the

mountains for eight years.

to command the

vanguard
troops under him bore the

"Chen" family insignia, similar to
the use of the coat of arms in
Europe. But since he had once
brought salt into the mountains
and was on good terms with the
Gaoshans, they avoided his trooPs
and no fighting occurred between
them. The contingents behind,
however, led by commander-inchief Bai were beaten and Put to
flight. Bai himself was beheaded.
Liu Mingchuan accused mY
grandfather of conspiring with the
"barbarians" and had him arrested
and sent to Taibei to face courtmartial. Rising up in Protest, the
Gaoshans

and my

grandfather's

troops together surrounded and
attacked Yilan's county seat. The
county magistrate fled. Liu Ming-

Unhappy Childhood

Mine was a big feudal family.
My grandfather had four sons. He
died in 1895. As far back as I remember', my life was never a happy
one. This was especially so after
the death of my eldest uncle and
my father (who ranked second in
the family.) Family affairs came
under the charge of Third Uncle,
a mean man extremety stingY with
money for household expenses. I
never enjoyed the material benefits well-to-do families usually
had. I had to beg and crY several
times before I was even allowed to
buy a pencii to do my schoolwork.
My mother went with me to court
to fight for some of the familY
property. Legal proceedings lasted

primary school applied
seriously to my studies.

I

myself
learned

Mr. and Mrs. Chen Yi-sung with Premier Zhou Enlai.
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or

in college. I did make friends with

f

some Japanese, chiefly schoolmates

dence, after which we returned to

Japanese occupation forces' sur-

Korean workers compensation and

front rorv and saw Japanese
commander Anduo. for the first

with whom I shared an interest in
the social sciences, We studied the
social sciences as taught in capi-

talist countries and discusseC
Marxist social science, including
Engels' theories on the oiigin of
the state, the nation and the family,

gaining a good deal of inspiration
from them.

I Become a Lawyer
In the spring of 1928 I entered
the department of law at Imperial
University in Tokyo. Those were
years of social unrest in Japan
and students of the university had
founded a "New Man Society."
There was a iively political atmosphere among the members. Many
of them were later to become personages of note, both on the Right
and the Left. I too joined the society. I graduated in 1931 and
passed the national.higher educational exams. I had intended to
become a professor, but because I

was Taiwanese no college would
engage me and

I

became a lawyer.

Several incidents which occurred

during my two years as a lawyer
in Japan are still fresh in my mind.
One of these is the time I acted
as counsel for Hokkaido farmers
during a land dispute. They worked land belonging to some landlords and when they were unable

to pay their rent the

witnesses and material evi-

Tokyo to negotiate with the railway contracting firm. We won
our case. The firm gave the

paid their return to Korea.
Another incident occurred in
1931-32. Many Japanese Communists had been arrested and
were going to be put on trial. The
Japanese Communist Party engaged some 30 lawyers for their
defense. and I was one of them.
Previously, in 1928 and 1929, the
Japanese government had twice
arrested me on suspicion of conspiring rvith the Communists. I
was imprisoned for 30 days, and
40 days the next time, during
which I was repeatedly subiected
to investigation, interrogation and
torture. Both times I was found
innocent and released. In 1933 I
returned to Taiwan and .set up my
orvn atlorney's office.
Homage

to the Yellow Emperor

After its defeat in the

Sino-

of faiwan, but in all their
under foreign domination

years
these

Japanese War of 1894-1895 the
Qing court had sold out the people

the

render was heid in Taibei on
October 25. I took part as a youth
representative, As I stood in the

time without his sword, standing
rvith his head bowed. I was
gripped by a sense of national
pride .such a.s I had never. felt
bef ore. The people of Taiwan
were as yet unacquainted with the
Kuomintang, and lined the streets
welcome their kinsmen from
the Chinese mainland.
The following year. the people
of Taiwan formed a delegation of
12 representatives from nongovernmental bodies and sent it to the
mainland to salute the motherland
on the restoration of Taiwan to
China. A member of the National
Political Council, I was on this
delegation. We were welcomed on
a grand scale wherever we went.

to

Since Taiwan had been under

foreign domination for 50 years we
declded to go to Shaanxi province

to pay homage at the tomb of our
common ancestor. Huang Di. the
Yellow Emperor. We traveled from

people never forgot that they were
Chinese. In those days a1l famiLies

Nanjing to Xi'an by plane and
from there to Yaoxian counl;y by
train. There, however. local
Kuomintang officials refused us

and

permission to go on, telling us that

worshiped their ancestors

placed ancestral tablets at the right
side of the shrine to the gods. My

landlords f amily's tablets bore the word
tried to throw them off the land. "Yingchuan" evidence that our
- resided in YingThe farmers took the matter to forefathers had
court. I pleaded their case and chuan prefecture in Henan
won for them the right to defer province before they moved to
payment and retain the use of the Zhangpu and Taiwan.
land.
When Japan surendered in 1945
Another time I pleaded a case at the end of the Second World
for Korean railroad construction War Taiwan was returned to
workers in Japan. Toward the
end of 1931 Japan was building a China under the terms of the
Declaration. Words fail
rail line along its northeastern Potsdam
coast and hired Korean workers to describe the elation of the
at a low rate of pay. Some young people in Taiwan. Everywhere
Japanese workers, afraid of losing they celebrated, beating drums and
their jobs, protested and beat up gongs and hanging up lanterns and
the Korean workers. Quite a streamers. The Kuomintang
number were killed and injured. government sent Chen Yi (a
The Korean Workers' League en- Kuomintang general, not the
gage{ me and a progressive Japa- famous Chen Yi of the People's
nese lawyer by the name of Miura Liberation Army who later became
to represent the Korean workers vice-premier of the People's
in court. At personal risk we went Republic of China) at the head of
to the scene of the fighting to look an army to take over Taiwan.
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The ceremony to accept

farther on was Communist territory (meaning the Shaanxi-GansuNingxia border region). We expiained that we were only going
to offer sacrifices to Huang Di and
had nothing to do with any political party, but they were adamant.
Having no alternative, we set up
an altar on a mountain in Yaoxian
county facing the distant tomb of
Huang Di and with deep emotion
informed our ancestor that Taiwan
had come back to the motherland.
More lll-Fated Times

After the restoration of Taiwan
the people, ignorant of the situation on the mainland, waited
eagerly for the government to.
send take-over personnel. They
thought the government was a
good one, working in line with the
Three People's Principles (Nationalism, Democracy and the
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS
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In a Uygur commune member's home in Xinjiang.

People's Livelihood) put forward
by Dr. Sun Yat-sen. The Kuomin-

arrival they began to

With Dircctor Chang Shuhong of the Dunhuang Relics Research Bureau anil his wife
iluring a visit to the f amous caves'

amass

personal fortunes through coercion
and trickery. They took bribes

tang officiais kept putting off
their alrival and, during the 70 and embezzled public funds and
days before Chen Yi's take-over, lavishly spent their ill-gotten
Iaw and order in Taiwan was gains on wine, women and high
maintained by our local Youth living. They became the new
League. The Japanese wanted to scourge of Taiwan.

surrender their weapons to us, but

we refused them. However, we
supervised and protected their
enterprises in Taiwan. One
Japanese sugar company sold its
sugar at reduced prices and the
popuiation flocked to buy it. tsut
they brought it all back again after
our Youth League explained that
this was now state property and

should be dealt with by

the

government.

When the take-over officials
did arrive, however, they appro-

Greater disillusionment was to
foilow as matters climaxed with
the "February 28th Incident." This
began on the evening of February
27, 1947, when armed members of

a

government anti-smuggling
squad killed an old wor4an who
kept a cigarette stall in Taibei, not
far from my attorney's office.
Indignant passers-by tried to
intervene and second person was
killed. A crowd gathered. They
threw stones and overturned and
burned a car belonging to the

priated to themselves the property

squad.

our
former Japanese rulers and shipped
it all away, in absolute disregard

The next day riots broke out all
over the city. The Taiwan State
Monopoly Bureau was smashed
and state-monopoly goods put to
the torch. A crowd gathered in

we had taken over from

of the interests of the

people of

Taiwan. Within days after their
AtrGUSf
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front of the police bureau to state

their case. They were met
machinegun

hundred were

ances spread

fire, and

by

several

killed. The disturbto other parts of

Taiwan. There were armed
uprisings, all of which, however,

were put down. As member of
the National Politicai Council I
was asked by Chen Yi to join a

committee set up to deal with the
come, under
suspicion because I supported the

situation. I was to

demands of the people.

In May when I went to Nanjing
for a National Political Council

meeting, Chiang Kai-shek invited
us Taiwan representatives to a
dinner. I took the opportunity to
tell him about the "February 28th
Incident," but he would not
believe me. Instead he believed
Chen Yi's spurious account which
described the events as riots
incited by Japanese troops hidden
in the central mountains. This
was only the beginning of the
outrages perpetrated against the
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Taiwan people by Chiang Kai-shek
and Chen Yi.

I Quit the Kuomintang
In L947, the President of

the

Kuomintang government nominated me to the Examinations Yuan.
an official organ which examined
all persons nominated for official
positions as well as public servants
in specialized occupations. As a
member of this organ, I hoPed to
be able to discover and appoint
people with talent and ability' to
positions where they could do
some good for China.
From the very outset, however,
I came into conflict with the
Kuomintang authorities over the
matter of qualifying professional
people left over from the days of
Japanese rule. The Kuomintang
refused to recognize these people
doctors, nurses, architects, lawyers

and so forth maintaining that
of examinathe Japanese bystem
tion and appointment differed
from that of China. This, of
course, aroused a good deal indignation among the people of
Taiwan. I supported them, pointing out that this state of- affairs
was the fault of the Japanese and
that the interests of these people
should be protected. A motion of
mine to this effect was passed,
though only after several heated
encounters, and the matter eventually subsided.
In 1950, I was appointed a
standing member of the board of
directors of the Central Bank. I
believed that I could contribute
some useful ideas on the country's
banking system. AI1 they wanted,
however, was a yes-man. One
special concern of mine was the
rate of interest. The interest on
bank loans at the time was as high
as 35 percent, a rate unheard of
in any bank in the world. At one
board meeting I put forward an
extempore motion to the effect that
the Central Bank's policy should
be to reduce interest rates in order
to promote industry and comme.rce.
I formally proposed a reduction of
interest rates. The president of the

bank,- Yu Hongjun, ignored my
proposal, and so I kept insisting

until, after two or three

months

of argument, the rate was reduced
60

by about 3.5 percent. Corxidering
this insufficient, I raised the
matter at every meeting during my
term of office, until by the end of
my third year as board member
interest had been reduced to about
22 percent. After 1954, however,
they no longer let me stay on the
board.

interest' in being a
government official and went back
to my legal practice. At the same
time I started some factories to
help develop Taiwan's economy.
Hoping to biing about a change in
social mores, I also founded the
Yilin Film Company. Many of

I lost all

Taiwan's films were low-tone,
depressing affairs with a lot of
weeping and wailing. To make the
Taiwan people laugh I filmed a
number of comedies, such as Qiu
Wang She.

During this period I spent a good
deal of time studying conditions on

the maihland under the Chinese
Communist Party. As the Chinese

People's Republic's international
prestige grew and her work of
construction improved, I began to
feel that the social system on the
mainland was superior to that on
Taiwan and that the only future
for Taiwan lay in returning to the
motherland. In 1964 I ran for

mayor of Taibei as a nonpartY
personage. If I were elected, I
intended to do something useful
toward the reunification of China.
It goes without saying that I stood
Iittle chance of winning under a
political regime that tolerates no
dissident poiitical views. The
pressures I was subjected to during
that campaign are indelibly impressed on my mind.

the Middle East and
mainland.

In

In 1967 I decided to tour the
world to have a look at the political
situation in other countries. So,
between August that year and
September 1968 I traveled through
22 countries around the globe. I
Ieft Taiwan twice, going to Japan
and the United States on trips lasting more than a year. I traveled
through Japan, Canada, England,
Italy and France,. then to the
Scandinavian countries. I also
visited a number of countries in

1972

I

again applied

for

exit

papers as chairman of the board of

a

chemical company. While in
I wrote a letter to Premier

Japan,

Zhou Eniai, putting forward

a

number of proposals on the question of liberating Taiwan. I had
not expected that Premier Zhou
Enlai. such a busy man, would
read this letter. But he did read
it, and moreover attached much
importance to it. When I went to
the United States, the Premier
instructed the Chinese representative at the United Nations to invite
me for a tour of the mainland. So
I arrived in China via Paris in

April, 1973.
I came purely as a tourist.
Premier Zhou received me and
arranged f or me to visit 22
provinces and cities. I saw many
new industries and people's communes. I also saw how the national minorities were being treated

and observed the workings

of

regional national autonomy.

I got a very close look and
everything I saw convinced me
that matters on the mainland were
worlds apart from what they were
30 years ago under

Chiang

Kai-shek.

One thing that gave me much
pleasure was my visit to the tomb

of the Yellow Emperor. As I
traveied between Xi'an and
Yanan, I was reminded of that
earlier occasion when I had not
been able to go there. I told
myself I must go this time. The
comrades sent by the State Council

to

Back to the Mainland

southeast

Asia. I did not know then whether
or not I could go back to the

accompany

me on this trip

Iearned about my wish. They had
me sent there specially by car and

I

kowtowed before the tomb. I
also visi.ted Zhangpu- county in

Fujian province, where

my
ancestors had once 1ived. There
I met the relatives and friends of

many of my Taiwan compatriots.
A11 cherished deep feelings and
concern for their compatriots in
Taiwan. Later I toured Xiamen
(Amoy) and looked out toward

Taiwan from Gulangyu island.
With a heavy heart I thought of
how the people of Taiwan and the
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

and insists that Taiwan's standard
of living will be lowered if Taiwair

reunifies with the motherland.
Such statements are deceptive.
When speaking about the high
standard of living in Taiwan the
criterion generally employed is
the fact that many families there
have TV sets and motorcycles. But

on the mainland the people's
of living has been im-

standard

proving steadily since liberation
and nowhere has it gone down.

When Taiwan comes back to the
motherland the wishes of its
people will be heeded in the matter

of its political and

&
Chen Yi-sung speaks aa a reception given in his honor by the National
Association of Chinese Americans in Washington, D,C. on June 8, 1977.

economic

system. The living standard will
only be improved, certainlY not
dragged down. And as far as improvement goes, the imPortant

thing is the people becoming their
own masters, and not the raising
or lowering of a superficial level
of consumption.
Economic interchange between
Taiwan and the mainland can be
nothing but beneficial to both and
do no harm to either. Taiwan, for
instance, grows a great many
bananas, which are exPorted
entirely to Japan. When JaPanese

mainland, all descendants of
Huang Di, had been artificially

China is a great nation with one
fourth of the world's population.
separated and denied free contact Taiwan has been an inalienable
part of China since ancient times.
with each other.
In August, after I returned to Once Taiwan returns to the
Beijing from my tour, Premier motherland and we join forces, we
Zhou Enlai informed me of his can make unlimited contributions
intention to recommend me as a to the survival, growth and
deputy to the Fourth National prosperity of the Chinese nation
People's Congress. I replied that and to mankind in general. State
if I took the post I still hoped to leaders have already clearly stated firms force down Prices the
be able to go frequently to the that they will respect the status bananas remain unsold and rot on
United States and Japan on private quo on Taiwan and the opinions the wharves. With a mainland
business and to visit relatives. So of people in aII walks of life there, market no such problem would
I was elected to the Standing Com- and will adopt reasonable policies exist. Taiwan lacks energy sources
mittee of the Fourth Congress in and measures in settling the and raw ,materials, while the
January 1975. Toward the end of question of reunification so as not mainland has huge reserves of oil,
1976 I went to the United States to cause the people of Taiwan any coal and raw materials. Taiwan
would not have to go begging for
to visit relatives and spent a year losses.
and give others a stranglehold
these
wise
in
is
he
there. I came back to China
If Chiang Ching-kuo
early 1978 to attend the Fifth should come to the mainland to on her. Our Taiwan comPatriots
National People's Congress, an,l hold talks. It is a pity that he does are keen on traditional Chinese
have since been living in Beijing. not respond to our proposals and medicines of which there are
refuses to open a dialogue. He plenty on the mainland. WhY
keeps on talking about how bad should they imPort through third
A Common Desire
things are on the mainland. He countries at high Prices - as theY
are
My life on the mainland these ought to see f or himself how are now doing goods which
- own countrY?
Iast few years has been a happy things are here. People of discern- produced in their

one, filled with

unlorgettable

incidents. Particularly inspiring
were Vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping's words that Taiwan's return
to the motherland and national

reunification were now on the

agenda, spoken after the signing of
the China-Japan Friendship Treaty
last year and also after the estab-

ment in all walks of life in Tai'*'an
have stated their desire "to iden-

Every man shares resPonsibilitY

for the cause of
reunifying our motherland.
The Taiwan authorities' propa-

and the authorities there wiii make
a clear appraisal of the situation,
face up to realities and together
with us fulfill the great mission

for the reunification of our
tify themselves with their kinsmen motherland. I personallY will do
and rejoin them." It is my hope whatever I can to helP bring
that the authorities in Taiwan wiII Taiwan back to the motherland.
defer to the wishes of the people, At the same time I sincerelY hoPe
discard their prejudices and' do that our compatriots in Taiwan
something useful

lishment of formal relations
between China and the United ganda abroad keeps stressing the
,economic prosperity of Taiwan, history has placed on us.
States in January this year.
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qUNDAYS for Xia Dejun

x)

Gareer
and

Family

Zheng Fusun.

a

and

couple who
teach gymnastics, are just as active
as weekdays. In a different wdy,
of course.
They and their two sons, 6 and
16, get up before six, go to a nearby lake park for an hour's running
and exercising, then have breakfast somewhere on their way back
home. Sometimes the couple go
out on their bikes to shop or call.
on friends. The Sunday meal is an
event. During the week the couple
eat at their school and the boys eat
with their grandmother at home.
Xia Dejun is a good cook and can
even tnake some western dishes.
While he cooks a fine Sunday
dinner Zheng Fusun tidies up and
does some washing.

In the afternoon while

-A
Sports
Gouple

their

oldest son Xia Bin does his home-

work and the grandmother looks

after young Xia-Yang in
courtyard down below, the

the
two

prepare their lessons for Monday.
In the evening the family watches
TV or listens to music.
Xia Dejun is 46 and teaches at

the Beijing Institute of physicil
Culture. Zheng Fusun, six years

his junior, is at the Beijing Teach-

ers' College. Both have taught
gymnastics f or nearly 20 years.

TAN AIQING

Xia is a lively teacher popular with
his students. Last December he
was head coach of the Chinese
man's gymnastics team at the
TAN AIQINQ is a staff reporter for
China Reconshucts.

Zhang Jingde
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Eighth Asian Games in Bangkok.
The Chinese team's sophisticated
skill and new, graceful performancEs delighted the spectators.
They won five gold medals. Back
in China Xia was awarded the
Ordei of Merit, First Class by the
State Physical Culture and Sports
Commission and, along with 38
other athletes and coaches who
had done well 'at the games, received physical culture and sports
citations presented by Vice-Premier
Wang Zhen.
Zheng Fusun, at +O is still agile.
Her fine features reveal her south
China origin. Last year she coached the Beijing woman's gymnastics
team to a national championship.
The team captured the title for
Beijing, the first time in this event,
and team member Liu Yajun
topped the all-round event. Today
Zheng Fusun is a member of the
Beijing Committee of the People's
Political Consultative Conference
representing the sports circle.
Everybofly says they are a well-

matched couple. As a matter of
fact, gymnastics was their "match-

maker." In 1953 and 1954 when
thii sport was still new in China,
Xia Dejun and Zheng Fusun

were selected for the national gymGentle,
quiet Zheng, the youngest woman
member, was so different from the
dynamic, zealous Xia who had tried
his hand at almost every sport
basketball, skating, fieid and track.
Though. so different in character,
they took to each other imme-

nastics training team.

Chinese checkers between father and son. Zhang
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diately. Xia Dejun teased Zheng
But as he grew up, athletics held
"little thermos bottle" a fascination for Xia Dejun. In
cool outside but warm inside. middle school he would skate for
-Zheng
Fusun was impressed with an hour before class and after
Xia's drive to improve his skill in school play basketball and not get
gymnastics. They often found home until dark. When the adults
themselves together, helping each scolded him and forbade hirn to
other in the gymnasium and going play anymore, he stubbornly
Fusun as a

to concerts or dances together. In

1955 both began to compete abroad.

Friendship deepened into love
and they were married in 1960
when they settled down to teaching careers. The next year a boy
was born. Ten years later they
were expecting their second, hop
ing for a daughter. It was another
boy. They were a bit disappointed
but Xia's mother cheered them up.
"Two boys cah make good companion," she said.

\fIA'S 70-vear-old mother has
A 6orr11;6qied her share to the

couple's professional achievements. Xia does not forget that
she supported his desire to go into
sports against most of the family's
opposition.

Xia's father was a loafer who
swaggered around in sports circles
in the port city of Dalian in northeast China before liberation. Xia's
mother had married only out of
obedience to her parents. He didn't
support her and abandoned her
when Xia was six years old.
Shame-d.

and hurt, Xia's grand-

parents and'his mother swore that

no other member of the family

would ever have anything to
with sports.

do

resisted.
In 1954 when

Xia Dejun graduated from middle school, he
disobeyed his elders and entered
the Northeast China Institu'te of
Physical Culture. His Srandmother
in Beijing resented this so strbngly
that she threatened to kill herself.
He wrote her, "It's entirely different with sports in old China and
now in new China. You can be
at ease, for your grandson wiII
come out an entifely different kind
of person from your son." Yet Iong
after he entered the institute his
mother continued to warn him not
to become like his father.'
After Xia married, his mother
came to iive with them to look
after the house and the children
so that they could concentrate on
their work.
In L972 China speeded up her
training of new gymnasts to catch
up with the international levels.
Xia and Zheng were conscious of
their responsibility. After a busy
day at school they would discuss
gymnastics development and look
for new ways to train gymnasts.
Husband and wife agreed that the
key was to improve the trainees'
constitutions, flexibility and reserve force, starting at an early

Xia Dejun (fir-st right) and his team, winners of rnen's team event at
the Shangbai Gymnastics International Invitation Tournament in 1978.
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age. Both managed to find time to
observe the other's teaching and
give advice.
In 1974 during the national gymnastics championship held in
Guangzhou (Canton) Xia discovered a promising young girl in the
juvenile class who had been coached by Zh.erg. She had a strong
reserve force to call on, good flexibility and stamina. At once he
wrote,his wife back in Beijing that
in the girl's training she should
stresS learning the difficult movements. First, he suggested, she
should be taught the backward
somersault with two turns tucked
fbllowed bV one twist routine,
which demanded the highest skills
in the spinning category in the
world at that time. The girl was
13-year<1d Liu Yajun, who a year
later at the Third National Games
emerged first in ail-round, free
exercise, balance beam and uneven
bars, the youngest gymnastic
champion China had ever produced.
Zheng also foilows Xia's stu-

Cents

with interest. Once she

watched Xiong Songliang, one of

Xia's students, and found his
little stiff. She told

movements a

her husband that Xiong required
more training for flexibility and
should handle every movement
with more accurate timing and
more attention to style. Her husband used her points in Xiong's
training program and the boy's
progress was impressive. At the

Eighth Asian Games Xiong was a
(Continued on p. 65)

Zbeng Fusun (lelt) chatXinhra ting with a Korean coach.Xinhua
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Pavilion identifies trhis Shaanxi
the site of the tomb,

, mountainside as

[JUANG DI, the legendary
Ir
Yellow Emperor to whom is
attributed the founding of the

was buried on Mount Qiaoshan in

Chinese nation about 2000 B.C,, is
said to have been buried on the
loess plateau. There is a tomb in
Shaanxi province's Hu'angling

through crisscrossing plateaus and
eroded valleys of the fantasti'c
loess country. The road is flanked
by barren hills and sheer cliffs of
loess which make the cypresscovered Mount Qiaoshan even
more of a contrast.
The mountain is one kilometer
north of the county town of
Huangling and is partly encircled
,by the Juhe River and neatly laidout fields. Of the 60,000 cypresses
growing on the mountain many
are huge and ancient with twisted
trunks, probably a sign of their
stubborn struggle against the harsh
plateau winds. The tomb is at the

county which has long been
honored as his. Today the site can
be reached by car 6r bus on the
road from Xi'an, the'provincial
capital,

to Yanan, heart of

Chinese people's revolution
30s and 40s.

Legend has

in

the
the

it that Huang

Di's
real name was Gongsun Xuanyuan.
He led a nomadic life in the

mountain area of Zhuolu in the
northern part of today's Hebei

province. He and his

people

gradually migrated south to the
middle Huanghe (Yellow) River
where they intermingled with
other tribes. Out of this developed
the Huaxia people, predecessors of

the Han nationality. For this
reason later generations honored
him as the founder of the Chinese
nation.

Huangling county,

The ride from Xi'an

passes

heavily forested top of

the

mountain.

An important point on the route

from north to south, Huangling
county was economically and
culturally well-developed in
ancient China, as is proven by
archeological finds, including stone
oUjects, pottery and bronze vessels.

This was the stage'of communal

patriarchal clan society. Huang
Di's contribution is that he formed
a confederation of tribes. Inventions made by the people in this
stage attributed to him include
silk weaving, carts, boats, writing
and the lunar calendar, and to his
wife, silkworm raising.
Huang Di is supposed to have
died at the age of 110 at Jingshan
in today's Henan province and
64

Who Was Huang Di?
Was there ever a real person to
whom the exploits of the YeIIow
Emperrcr have been attached? And
if so, is this really his tomb? The
tomb has not been excavated, so
there is no way of knowing. But
on the mountaintop 500 meters
from the tomb fragments of the
painted pottery of the Yangshao

Wang Jin

culture have been found. Yangshao
was a late neolithic culture four to

five thousand years ago, named

for

Yangshao village in Mianchi
county, Henan province where its
remains were first found in 1921.

Some historians believe that
Huang Di's tribal confederation
was of this culture. At any rate,
for the last several thousand years
the place has been venerated by the

Chinese people

in recalling their

origins.

Along the winding path to the
top of the mountain, the first
thing that comes into view is a
stone tablet designating the site as

Ancient Tomb No. 1 under state
protection. A few steps farther on,
a weathered inscription on a rock
reads: "Civil and military officials
dismount here."
On the summit stands a square
sacrif icial pavilion with slightly
curved roof lines, green eaves and
vermilion pillars. In its center is
a stone tablet bearing the name of
the tomb, Huang Di Ling in the
handwriting of the Iate historian
Guo Moruo. Directly behind the
pavilion is the tomb a mound
- meters ln
3.6 meters high and 50
circumference surrounded by an
openwork protecting wall.
In front of the tomb is a rammed
earth platform 20 meters high,
said to have , been built for
Emperor Wu Di (156-8? B.C.) ot
the Western Han dynastY to offer
sacrifices to the Yellow EmPeror
on returning from a militarY exCHINA RECONSTRUCTS

pedition. The ceremony w€ls
actually to show off Wu Di's

some historical records concerning

long

in the courtyard. The biggest one,
19 meters tall and 10 meters in
circumference, called the , Xuanyuan Cypress,, is said to have been
planted by the Yellow Emperor

exploits in war and to pray for a
life. Of course he died as any
other mortal and his "Praying for

Immortality Platform"

became

only 'a monument of historical
interest.

his life.

A

dozen ancient cypresses stand

himself

Ancient Cypresses

At the eastern foot of the mountain stands a temple in memory of
Huang DL According to legend it

was built in the Han

dynasty

(206 B.C.-A.D.220) on the western

side of the mountain and moved to
the present site in 972 during the

Song dynasty. Above the door of
the main hall is a large horizontal

tablet with a four-character inscription: Ren Wen Chu Zu

.

The largest

ancient

cypress in China, it still grows
exuberantly without signs of old
age.

Not far away is the

Guajia

for Hanging the Armor).
On its trunk and lower branches
(Cypress

are neat rows of holes from which
resin oozes dnd sparkles in the sun.
Legend says that Emperor Wu Di

hung his armor on this tree and
the holes were left by its nails,
Sacrificial Ceremonies

(founder of the culture of the Chinese nation). Inside are a wooden
memorial tablet to Huang Di and

ancient tablets record how people

(Continued Jrom p. 63)

marvelous gymnadts you two have

top score-winner and placed second

in the man's individual

all-round

event.

In the temple more than 40

trained !"

In the last three years China's
gymnastics has moved ahead more

rapidly and Xia and Zheng

f N June 1978 Xia and Zheng were
I appointed head coaches of the
Chinese man's and woman's t€ams

going to the gymnastics international invitation tournament in
Shanghai. It was the first tournament of this scope ever held in
China. After 20 years in sports it
was the first time they had been
ehosen for such key positions. Both
teams exhibited real skill and
made a clear sweep of the titles in

are

about positive rest

the idea that

a change of work, -the use of different I4uscles and brain energy, is
actually a way of resting. Besides

study and training theY
Iearn to do other work too.

should

I carrY

ran into them again and was de-

basketball, tennis, skating and
swimming. Recently he and . a
classmate took to developing and
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After the founding of

the

people's republic a sPecial office
was set up here to protect the site.
The tomb and the temPle have
been restored. In addition to tl:e
original cypresses, Chinese pines;
cedars, junipers, iron trees, and a
great variety of flowers have been
planted to add beauty to the sPot..

Ztreng Fusun made a rule that
no one stays late in bed on Sundays. The children suPPort this.
Sometimes they go on a Picnic in
a park. Xia is the family financial

mean that everything goes fine all
the time, so this couple also have
conflicts sometimes. One of them
was about the you'nger son's watch-

ing TV. The mother, afraid he
would ruin his eye's, orice turned

the TV off in spite of the boY's out-

of my own positive rest raged crying. Xia got angrY with
program. This way work is a his wife and insisted on Ietting
quarrel that
as part

pleasure. Those who know how to
rest can do their work better."
There's a lively atmosphere at

the Asian Youth Gymnastics home. The family loves music.
Championship in Manila. Two Grandma doesn't like music much
years later she met Xia Dejun at but she enjoys TV. The older son
the College Students' Meet in is an excellent student in Beijing
Sofia. In Shanghai Utako Chino Middle School No. 109 and likes
band and wife. "How lucky you
are," she exclaimed. "See what

punishment.

manager. Their two salaries
amount to 164 yuan a month and
save regularly. His mother
they
most of the housework. Xia exfind no fault with the
wife
and
plains his attitude toward househe
runs things.
way
work in a unique way, "In physical
Disputes are inevitable in familY
culture we teach our students life. A devoted familY doesn't

out my theory by working at home

lighted to find that they were hus-

are orders for the protection of
the tomb. In 1061 the Northern
Song dynasty government issued
an edict that anyone founcl cutting
the trees or damaging the buildings was to be seized and taken
to the local government for tievere

much busier. Xia's mother is older
and is frequently ill. So Xia does

all-round
evenk. The woman's team won
favorable comments from foreign
athletes and friends.
Utako Chino, a Japanese umpire,
had met Zheng Fusun in 1975 at

team and individual

of different nationalities offered
sacrifices to -this ancient ancestor
through the centuries. Some are
engraved with the ceremony of
the sacrifices, others are records
of repairs to the tomb, and some

enlarging photos.

the boy watch. In the
ensued the program the boY wanted was over and the mother was
too angry to eat suPPer. But it
blew over quickly. ' Xia brought
it to an end, "I should have been
more tolerant," he toid Zheng. "I
was too abruPt and rude." The
two always feel a steP closer to
each other after making uP after
a quarrel. Xia added, "We coordinate well not onlY in teaching
sports but in the familY'"
.
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and Man'
-Amateurs'

Photo Exhibit

Ballerinas

Ren Guoen

A Family

Wang Zhipittg

River Eternal
Weng Naicliang
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Amateurs $how Fresh Approach
JIANG FENG

NIQUP in style, fresh
approach, evocative

1n

and

esthetically charming
these were
rny impressions of an -exhibition of

works by amateur photographers
in Beijing's Sun Yat-sen Park one
fine sunny morning last May.

Called "Nature, Society and
Man," the exhibit was sponsor.ed
by the April Photographic Society,
an organization of young amateurs:' students, factory and office
workers, actors, musicians and
others. The 300 or more photos
displayed treated such subjects as
landscapes, human activity, plants,
flowers and animatr life.
Their creators were innovative,
breaking away from the gang of
four's restrictions on photography

JIANG FENG is member of the
Fifth National Committee of ihe Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference, art advisor to the Ministry
of Culture and Secretary of the Party
Committee of the Central Academy of
Fine Arts.

prohibitions that
in a
-style that falsified,resulted
whitewashed
and distorted, that reduced the infinite variety of real life to
stereotypes, made all faces look
alike and robbed photography of
any vestige of realism and beauty.
The efforts of these amateurs will
undoubtedly help enliven photo-

graptfic creation. Already their
work, freed of such restrictions,
demonstrates that they are begin-

ning to select subjects according to
individual preference and creative
impulse based on their own personal impressions. Form, style and
mode of expression are more diver-

sified. The exhibits in particular
show signs of close study of new
techniques and methods of expression that were tabooed irr the past.
In composition, lighting, contrast,

shading as well as cropping, developing, printing gnd enlarging, it
is at once evident that the creators
have tried both to reach higher

Ievels of artistry and to create
unusual photographic effects.
Of course, there are defects in
the show-not enough on the
spirit of the times, for one thing
and artistic shortcomings in some
of thd works. Nevertheless, the
boldness and imagination of these
young photographers in both conception and execution has injected
new vitality into the art a
happy thing for Chinese photographic circles.
Photography in China has an
excellent tradition and produced
splendid results during the revolutionary war years. In April 1976
amateur photographers, many of
whom are now the bulwark of the
April Photographic Society, took a
good many photographs of the
millions honoring the late Premier
Zhou Enlai at Beijing's Tian An
Men Square. As those were times
of "white terror" under the gang
of four, these historic pictures
were snapped under the shadow
of prison or even death. They did
much to carry the revolutionary
traditions,cf Chinese photography
forwar,C. The "Nature, Society and
Man" exhibition, coming after the
downfall of the gang, is a new
effort by these young people to
advance photographic art in China,
and is much to be valued as such.

Bamboo

Liu

Shizh.ao

In Memory of Premier Zhou Enlai
Huang Yunsheng
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ZENG SHUZHI

Ar FTER 12 years of

to teach blind chi.ldren cultural And scientific knowledge so

the blind and their unity with
normal persons. These are clasMonthly for the Bltnd, in braille that they can contribute to build- sified and sent to the proper
.t

the

suspension.
magazine,

Chinese

resumed publication last year.
Editor Zhang Xinyi, a woman in
her 50s has worked for the blind
for many years.
MonthLE f or the Blind was
started in 195.1 by the Chinese

Blind, Deaf and Mute

Associa-

tion. A magazine of general interest, it reported on current affairs, the life and activities of

outstanding blind persons, Iiterature and art, and science. - Each
Lssue carried articles by blind
people. The magazine had a wide
circulation.

A New Braille

System

In 1953, combining the system
of Louis Braiile with the condi-

tions of China, Huang Nai (blind),
Vice-President of the Chinese
Blind, Deaf and Mute Association,
worked out a new braille system
for the Chinese. Ii takes .the
Beijing dialect as standard for
spelling and has 18 initial consonants and 34 voweJs, vowel
combinations and tones. Having
helped many blind to learn how to
read and write, it is now being

used

ing up the country.

Blind Doctors'

Requests

Since the monthly

resumed

publication, the editors have received many letters with greetings
and suggestions from readers.
Many regard the magazine as,
their vehicle for exchanging experience. One from the clinic of
Chengdu School for Blind Children, for example, wrote, "On behalf of everyone in our clinic, I
suggest that your magazine start
a column on inassage." A blind
doctor and a regular reader in the
Nanchang Suburban Hospital said
in his letter, "Seventeen years
ago, in 1961, I suggested that your
magazine carry articles on massage. I hope that now you will
start a cotrurmn on massage again."
It was begun again in March this
year.

Friend of the Blind

in the local govern-

purchases books and magazines
for its readers and mails them.
Books

for the Blind

The Braille Publications Press
prints the magazine. It also prints
other periodicals and books. The
magazines are Scientific Knoral,
edge, Science for Children,
Selecti,ons of Li,terature and Art,
Health Knoroledge and, Literature

for Studg. The books

include

Selected Anderson's FairE

Tal,es,

Selected Gri,mm's Tal.es, seLections from the historical novel
Li Zicheng; Sctentists on Mathemati,cs, PhAsLcs and ChemistrA;
Aspi,rati,on, ldeals and Sptritual

Li,fe, and The Tien An

Men

Poems. All China's textbooks for
blind children are also printed

here. For blind radio ]isteners
Many reader letter^s raise learning foreign Ianguages the
problems . of education, work, press has also put out the Rodio
wages, technical innovations of

Zhang Xinyi (second right) working in the
editorial department ot Monthla lor the Blind.
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departmenti

ment for consideration,
' As there are no bookstores in
some remote areas, the magazine

'
Wu

English Course

Eurng Nal, the orlginator of a
system for Chinese,

Chuping oew braille

in braille.

Wu Chuping
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Chinese History

-

)(l

The Sui Dynasty
-

Reu n ification

and Canals

JIAO JIAN

URING the Sui dynasty (581-018) the country,
which had been split into north and south for
nearly three centuries, again came under one rule.
This dates from 589 when the Sui dynasty emperor
sent a force to cross the Changjiang (Yangtze) River
and conquer Chen, last of the Southern dynasties.
The Sui dynasty had earlier taken over in north
China from its predecessor Northern Zhou, a dynasty
of the Xianbei people. When Emperor Zhou Xuan
Di died in 581 his eight-year-old son had succeeded
to the throne. Then Yang Jian (541-604), the prime
minister and regent, who was of Han nationaiity, had
seized the throne and proclaimed himself emperor of
the new dynasty of Sui, named for the area held by
his family. As emperor he was known under the
name Wen Di.
Wen Di was an able administrator. He reviewed
the systems of the previous period and set up some
new ones, which i.n the main were followed through
later dynasties. Among the more important political
reforms introduced during his time was the reorganization of the relations between lqcal and central
governments and the centralization of power in the
Iatter. He abolished rnany of the governmental offices of the Northern Zhou dynasty and reestablished
some that had existed during the EIan dynasty and
the Kingdom of Wei of the Three Kingdoms period.
To economize ott government expenditure and
lessen the burden on the people, the three existing
Iower administrative levels were changed to two

prefectures and counties. The emperor also simplified
the penal code and abolished such practices as tearing
a person asunder by five caits driven in different

directions. He initiated a system of choosing officials
through examinations rather than by appointment
according to birth.
r Parceling out of land, called "l'and equalization"
had been done under the Northern Wei dynasty
(386-534). Now the Sui emperor did the same thing.
Crown'.'publiq" Iands or ownerless wastes were distributed to landless peasants. At the same time taxes
and the demand.for conscript labor were reduced. In
the next 20 years the area of land under cultivation
expanded greatly. The imperial granaries in Changan,
the capital, and Luoyang swelled with millions of
piculs of grain, and the storehouses with tens of milIions of bolts of silk and ether .fabrics. Handicraft
production flourished, particularly shipbuilding:
AUGUST
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Imaginative white porcelain wine container
with two animal figures lndicates further

development

in handicraft protluction.

Detail ol carviDgs oD the parepet'

15

After Wen Di died in

604

he was succeeded by

his son, Emperor Yang Di (569-61S) who had delusions
of grandeur and became notorious for his extravagance. Dizzied by the rate at which wealth had
accumulated during his father's reign, he built many
giant projects.

He decided to move the capital to Luoyang in
present-day Henan province and impressed two
million laborers a month to reconstruct the city. From
f ar places were brought rocks and tirnbers for
building the palaces and gardens, timbers so huge
that 2,000 men were required to transport a single
one. Several hundred thousand people were employed
carrying the building materials.
One type of project that was of real benefit was
canal-building, from Luoyang as the hub. The
2,000-kilometer main trunk extended from Beijing

lands under Sui control Merchants from the Western
Region lands came to Changan and Luoyang in large
numbers and were lavishly entertained.

.

Emperor Yang Di embarked on a policy of
territorial expansion and in 612 launched an attack
on the neighboring state Korea. Preparations began
a year before the attack. Hundreds of thousands of
conscripted boatmen and peasants were forced to
use their own vessels to transport weapons and

provisions from Henan where the capital was located
to Beijing on the way to the northeasfern frontier.
Their boats stretched in a line for 500 kilometers
along the canal. Many died and the roadsides were

strewn with their corpses.
At Donglai (in today's Yexian county), a port
on the northern Shandong coast, shipbuilders were
forced to work night and day standing in the water.
Three out of ten died from exhaustion. When the
attack began the Sui government sent over a million
troops by land and sea against Korea, but the
offensive ended in a complete rout. Later the
emperor attempted t'wo more raids on Korea, but
without success.
The government's incessant demand f or labor and

military service compelled thousands upon thousands
of peasants to leave their homes, so that huge expanses of land lay neglected. To stay alive the people
were reduced to eating bark and leaves, and sometimes human flesh.
Peasant Uprisings

The oppressive rule of Emperor Yang Di aroused
the peop).e's hatred. In 611 a peasant uprising broke

Sui Dynasty Ganals
The Zhaozhou Bridge completed in 6l?, the
world's oldest stone arch bridge still in service.

in the north to Huai'an and Yangzhou in the. south
and then to the port of Hangzhou. This, known as
the Gra.nd Canal, became a major transport artery

Iinking the Haihe, Huanghe, Huaihe, Changjiang arid
Qiantang rivers, and played a vital role in the
economic exchange between north and south.
Canal-building began in 605. When the canal
reached Yangzhou (the lower part being a reconstruction of an earlier canal) the emperor took three
pleasure trips there on a magnificent dragon boat.
The vessel, 15 meters high and 70 meters long is an
indication of the ievgl shipbuilding had reached. It
was escorted by thousands of vessels which stretched
behind it for over 100 kilometers. Communities along
the way had to provide the food for the fleet, thus
any surplus which had been accumulated was lost.
War with Korea
The Sui government controlled a vast territory.
Unified rule facilitated contacts between the heartland
and the border regions. Emperor Yang Di sent people
to Taiwan three times and also sent envoys to the
Western Regions, the many states to the west of the
76
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Sui opulence: gold hair ornament
for a nine-year-old royal relative unearthed at Xi'an, Shaanxi province.

The Wagang Army seizing an imperial granary and
distributing grain, a motlern palnting by VYang Yan.

out in the Changbai Mountains south of today's
Zouping county in northern Shandong. The peasant
army repeatedly defeated the Sui troops and grew to
several tens of thousands.
The Shandong revolt stimulated others in various
parts of the country, and dozens of them were of
large scale. The insurrectionists captured cities and
towns, executed corrupt officials, killed despotic
landlords and won the enthusiastic support of the
people. In the course of fighting the troops of the
Sui government, the peasant armies gradually came
together and formed several large units. They
controlled wide areas and took smaller cities and the
government troops were hard-pressed to defend such
big cities as Changan, Luoyang and Yangzhou.
QUe of the biggest rebel armies was the Wagang
Arm$, which grew up out of a revolt of peasants at

Wagang in northern Henan province. They
intercepted imperial boats to seize grain and silk in
them as their own supplies. In 617 they occupied the
Xingluo, a large imperial granary, and distribdted its
stores to the people, then wiped out tens of thousands
of government troops in the vicinity of Luoyang,

capturing large quantities of supplies. The army soon
swelled to several hundred thousand men and controlled many prefectures and counties in the area
between the Huanghe and Huaihe rivers. It issued
statements denouncing the emperor's extravagance
and brutality and called on the people to rise in
rebellion.
The Wagang Army's downfall came when Li Mi,
a noble who had joined the rebel army, murdered its
leader Zhai Rang in 617, and, pursuing his aim of
restoring landlord class rule and himself becoming
emperor, publicly capitulated to the Sui government.
Nevertheless, the Wagang Army's influence had
weakened Sui rule.
In 618 Emperor Yang Di was assassinated in
Yangzhou in an army coup, and the Sui dynasty.
which lasted only 37 years, came to an end.
AUGUST
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Culture, Science and Technology
Sui culture was a blending of the traditions of

China's then two great cultural centers,

the

Changjiang and Huanghe river valleys. The two
complemented each other and gave birth to a culture
higher than that in the preceding Northern and
Southern dynasties.
There were achievements in architecture. The
arch was known in Chinese tombs at least as early
as the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.) and the
Commentary on the Waterwags Classic describes a
stone arch bridge near Luoyang built in 282, possibly
the first of its type. By Sui times bridge builders had
perfected their technique to such a degree that they

were able to construct the famous Zhaozhou
(Chaochow) bridge over the Xiaohe River two

kilometers south of Zhaoxian county in southwestern
Ilebei province. Built between 605 and 617 it has
stood the stress of earthquakes, floods and traffic for
1,300 years and is the world's oldest stone arch bridge
still in use today. The main arch has a span of 37.37
meters and the total length of the bridge 50.82 m. It
uses two minor arches at each end, known as the
open spandrelled arch. Writing in China Reconstructs
in November 1961, Mao Yisheng, the noted bridge
authbrity, pointed out that according to information
then available, this type of bridge became known in
Europe in the 14th century.,
For literature, when Emperor Wen Di came to
power he had urged the literati write in the simple.

straightforWard style of the north. ' So this period
produced some vigorous and refreshing poems,
especially from the border regions. But after he came
to power, Emperor Yang Di promoted the court style
of the Liang and Chen dynasties of the south, so that
florid and decadent tendency became predominant for
a time. Fortunately, this tendency would sink into
the background within a century in the flowering oI
poetry in the Tang dynasty, one of China's great
poetic ages.
lt
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T]ISTORY

has lonq recorded that
shipbuilding riade great advances in the Sui. dynasty (581-618)
with vessels up to 70 meters in
length being built. But until recently there were no actual examples. In 1975 the remains of a Sui
boat were unearthed at Damiaoji.a
village in Pingdu county, a bit inland from Laizhou Bay on the
northern coast of Shandong province. This is not far from coastal
Yexian county, where Sui dynasty
Emperor Yang Di had a huge force
building war vessels
The unearthed vessel is estimated to have been 23 meters long in
its original state, with a capacity
of 23 tons. A boat found at this
place may have been used either

Il

for transport along a river

and

canal that converge at the spot, or
for ocean navigation, for here at

.

Rubbiqgs

of the "white coin"

circulated in the Sui clynasty.

high tide the ocean pushes up into
the river and the canal.'
The vessel probably is not a true
representative of the'heights reached by Sui shipbuilding. But it does
reveal something of the construction of a boat of its type, even
though the central part had been
badly damaged by fire. It floats on
two pontoons, each made of three
hollowed logs placed end to end.
They are connected by thick planks
supported by square beams underneath which run through the pontoorx and are fixed in place with
nails. The wood has been found
to be that of the camphor and Chinese sweet gum irees, which today
grow only in south China. It is
not known whether the boat was
built in the south, or whether such
wood was brought from there, as
it often was under Emperor Sui
Yang Di. Broad plank extensions
were attached on either side of the
vessel. There seems to have been
room for some 20 oarsmen, but no
oars, sculls or anchors were found,
so possibly the boat was used only
as a barge.
The vessel was buried 2.5 meters
underground. Above it were found

fragments of porcelain almost
identical in glaze and body to a
celadon jar unearthed in 1973 from
a Sui" tomb at Jinan in Shandong,
although slightly darker in color.
There were other fragments' of
pottery and porcelain in beautifully-colored glazes. Also found
were two bronze coins, each weighing 1.42 grams. Their color and

the style of their characters correspond exactly with those described in historical records for a "white

coin" circulated toward the end of
the Sui dynasty. This is additional
evidence that this craft dates from
that period.

\
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artist's concepof the boal.
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Translation
(Some members of the Canadian-China tour group visit the pdlm

country
Wang:

-

Xinhui county, Guangdong province)
Look, there are palm trees along both sides of

the road.
Smith:
Oh, are their leaves what palmJeaf fansare made
of?
Wang:
Yes. There are palm treeS everywhere in Xinhui
county, so people call it "palm country." Today
. the county has over 2,800 hectares of palm trees.
Sachs:
I beard that China has a very long history of
making palm-leaf fans.
Wang:
. China has records of such fans as early as the
Jin dynasty more than 1,500 years ago. Look,
there's a store ahead that sells palm-leaf fans.
Smith:
Let's go in and take a look.
(They go into the store)
Salesperson: How do you do? Please come this way.
Smith:
Please tell us how many kinds of fans you have.
Salesperson: We have three main kinds.
Sachs:
If these fans are all made of palm leaves, how is
itithat the colors are different?
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Notes

show action completed. This
Iittle word, called a particle, is added after a verb
to show that an action has been completed. For
example, W6 miile liing bi kuishdn ,\ * T fr te)*
Frr (I bought two palm-leaf fans); Zii shinmiinshing huishing le gi zhdng tihuir ft6fr Ltu-LT
*rf B,E, (Al1 kinds of pictures are drawn on the
surface of the fans).
If an action has not been completed, 1 is
not used. Wd m6iydu mii kuishin +( r{. A * * it
(I haven't bought any palmJeaf fan).
2. The verb ydu 4- (have). It is used to show
possession in the same way as "have" in English.
Examples: Wd ydu yi shulng pixi6 ./i4-rdA+t
(I have a pair of leather shoes); Td y6u li6ng ge
n{ui *a.Afr+At (She has two children).
Another use of {' is like "there is" in English.
Examples: Zhili ydu sdn zhdng shinzi &94 a
tf Btt (There are three kinds of fans here); Zhdnggrio zhizuo kuishin de lishi ydu yiqiln wibdi dud
(China
ni6n + trfi,J 4ha*rahl k
9
has a history of more than 1,500 years of making
palm-leaf fans); Xinhui xihn kuishir de zhdngzhi
miinji y6u liingqidn beb[i du6 gdngqinC it+-*X
Italrff *E_frfr,d frf ,rE 9 *vn(Xinhuicountyhas
an area of over 2,800 hectares for growing palm

*-H-ttT

+

trees).

Note that the subjects in these sentences are
different than they would be in English. In the
first example, rl-g (here, this place) is the subject
of the r1erb. In the second, the subject is f E firt4t 'fEI
*&a|fi t (China's history in making palm-leaf BL
fans). In the third the subject is fr-A4Es+ififf 4
ii-fr tp, (The area for growing palm trees in Xinhui xffi
county).

3. The idiom zdnme yi hui shi €-A-@+.
This idiom, meaning literally "what kind of a

f\
I

thing is that ?" is frequently used.
^
4. Saying "if" with . . . de hui 6i i6. When )L
the characters 65de hui" are placed after a state- h
ment, the sentence means "if that thing should )L
happen." Wdmen y6u shijiEn de hui .ji.fl A ri t''-l fl+
fiit (lf we have time).
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